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P.O. DRAWER Q
INDEPENDENCE, CA 93526
PHONE: (760) 878-0201
FAX: (760) 878-2001
Michael Errante, Executive Director

AGENDA
INYO COUNTY LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

On-line Only
All members of the public are encouraged to participate in the discussion of any items on the Agenda. Questions
and comments will be accepted via e-mail to: jpinckney@inyocounty.us
Any member of the public may also make comments during the scheduled “Public Comment” period on this agenda
concerning any subject related to the Inyo County Local Transportation Commission.
PUBLIC NOTICE: In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to
participate in this meeting, please contact the Transportation Commission Secretary at (760) 878-0201. Notification 48
hours prior to the meeting will enable the Inyo County Local Transportation Commission to make reasonable
arrangements to ensure accessibility to this meeting (28CFR 35. 102-35. ADA Title II).

June 17, 2020
9:00 a.m.

Open Meeting

ITEM NO. 1 Roll Call
ITEM NO. 2 Public Comment
ACTION ITEMS
ITEM NO. 3 Secretary of the Local Transportation Commission - Request approval of
the minutes of the meeting of April 15, 2020.
ITEM NO. 4 Request Commission approve Resolution No. 2020-04, a resolution to 1)
approve the Overall Work Program for the Inyo County LTC for FY 2020/2021, 2)
authorize the Executive Director to sign related documents and 3) allow staff to make
minor technical changes if required.
ITEM NO. 5 Request Commission adopt and approve a.) Unmet Transit Needs Findings
as presented by staff and b.) Resolution No. 2020-05, a Resolution regarding unmet
transit needs.
ITEM NO. 6 Request Commission receive a staff report on the expected decrease in
LTF tax revenue and funding due to COVID-19 shelter-in-place orders and approve
Resolution No. 2020-06 apportioning and allocating Local Transportation Funds (LTF)
for fiscal year 2020-2021.
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ITEM NO. 7 Request Commission approve Resolution No. 2020-07 allocating all of FY
2020-2021 STA funds estimated as $161,181 to Eastern Sierra Transit (ESTA) for public
transit operating and capital expenses ($160,095 unrestricted, $1,086 capital restricted).
ITEM NO. 8 Request Commission approve Resolutions No. 2020-08 a resolution
approving 1) the FY 2019-2020 Federal Exchange Program and State Match Program
Agreement, Agreement No. X20-6134(029) with the California Department of
Transportation in the amount of $124,057, 2) apportioning and allocating Regional
Surface Transportation Program funds to the County of Inyo and City of Bishop based on
population, and 3) authorize the Executive Director to sign the Agreement.
ITEM NO. 9 Request Commission accept the Local Road Safety Plan (LRSP) grant
#LRSPL-6134(030) in the amount of $72,000 with a required $8,000 match, approve the
allocation of staff time, and authorize the ICLTC Executive Director to sign related
documents.
DISCUSSION ITEMS
ITEM NO. 10 Receive the third quarter invoice of Rural Planning Assistance funds in
Fiscal Year 2019-2020.
INFORMATIONAL ITEMS
ITEM NO. 11

ESTA Report

ITEM NO. 12

Tribal Report

ITEM NO. 13

Caltrans Report
o March-May 395 AADT
o 2019 AADT Report
o Summer Construction Map for Inyo County
o Bishop Pavement
o Lone Pine Sidewalks

ITEM NO. 14

City of Bishop Report

ITEM NO. 15

Executive Director's Report
-INFRA update

ITEM NO. 16

Reports from all members of the Inyo County LTC

CORRESPONDENCE
ADJOURNMENT
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ITEM 3

INYO COUNTY

LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
P.O. DRAWER Q
INDEPENDENCE, CA 93526
PHONE: (760) 878-0201
FAX: (760) 878-2001
Michael Errante, Executive Director

MINUTES
INYO COUNTY LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

On-line Meeting
DATE: April 15, 2020
9:06 a.m.

Doug Thompson called the meeting to order.

ITEM NO. 1 Roll Call
Commissioners Present:
Doug Thompson
Rick Pucci
Chris Costello
Steven Muchovej
Mark Tillemans
Celeste Berg
Others present:
Jill Batchelder, Caltrans
Mark Heckman, Caltrans
Rick Franz, Caltrans
Ryan Dermody, Caltrans
Phil Moores, ESTA
Deston Dishion, City of Bishop
Michael Errante, Executive Director
John Pinckney, Staff
Cynthia Browning, LTC Secretary
Ron Phillips, City of Bishop
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ITEM NO. 2 Public Comment
None
ACTION ITEMS
ITEM NO. 3 Secretary of the Local Transportation Commission - Request approval of the
minutes of the meeting of February 19, 2020.
*Commissioner Pucci motioned to approve, Commissioner Muchovej seconded. All in favor 6
ITEM NO. 4 Request Commission receive a staff report and a copy of the meeting notes of the
Social Services Transit Advisory Council and conduct a public hearing to gather input on unmet
transit needs
*Phil Moores of ESTA explained that the Unmet Transit needs is an annual requirement per use
of their Transportation Development Funds. Phil stated that its purpose is to make sure no one
in our communities is left behind and that they are being served appropriately by our Transit
program. The Social Services Transit Advisory meeting was on February 3 rd in Bishop. The
process is meant to allocate funds to certain needs if the criteria are met. Phil read from the
packet the guidelines of the criteria. John Pinckney stated that at the meeting it was requested
for more Lone Pine weekend service and Dial-a-Ride service going later in the evening for after
work banking, pharmacy and shopping needs. John Pinckney stated that he thought it was a
worthwhile request. Phil stated that John and he will be collecting additional comments and a
determination is to be made by June 20th.
*Doug Thompson opened a period for public comments. None were made. Steven Muchovej
moved to close the public comment period.
ITEM NO. 5 Request Commission to authorize staff to proceed with exploring the potential to
live stream future, regular in person, Local Transportation Commission meetings.
*John Pinckney asked direction from the Commissioners on whether they would like for the
Commission meetings to be live-streamed on the internet. Commissioner Muchovej and
Commissioner Berg stated that they thought it was a good idea to live stream. All
Commissioners were generally positive on the idea and gave direction to proceed. No direct
action was required.
ITEM NO. 6 Request Commission ratify Letter of Support for ESTA’s FTA 5339 grant
application as submitted on March 3rd, 2020.
*Commissioner Pucci motioned to approve. Commissioner Muchovej seconded. All in favor 6
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ITEM NO. 7 Request Commission approve Resolution No. 2020-03 authorizing the execution
of the Low Carbon Transit Operations Program (LCTOP) and allocating $34,308 of FY 20192020 funds toward the purchase of an electric bus.
*Commissioner Pucci asked about servicing of the vehicles. Phil answered that they may have
to go back to manufacturer or go outside of town to get major service, but that electric vehicles
have generally less maintenance required. Phil went on to say that it was a good question that
he didn’t have a full answer for as of yet.
*Motion to approve was made by Doug Thompson and seconded by Commissioner Muchovej.
All in favor 6
ITEM NO. 8 Introduction by LTC staff to the Draft Overall Work Program (OWP) for Fiscal
Year 2020-2021 and provide feedback.
*John Pinckney explained that the Draft has already been submitted to Caltrans and the basic
structure is similar to last year’s. John encouraged feedback from the commissioners and went
on to say that he would like to redesign and simplify the template for the overall work plan in
future years with the approval of Caltrans.
Jill Batchelder of Caltrans said that John Pinckney had posed a question on whether there would
be an increased allowance for carry over of RPA funds from this fiscal year to the next. Because
of Covid 19 some items might not be completed and John was seeking additional carry-over
beyond the standard 25% allowance.
Jill said that she is anticipating a onetime carry over threshold of 40%.
ITEM NO. 9 Receive the second quarter invoice of Rural Planning Assistance funds in Fiscal
Year 2019-2020.
*John stated that he gave a copy of this invoice at the last meeting but it was not on the agenda.
No questions were asked.
ITEM NO. 10 California Transportation Commission Inyo County 2020 STIP, as approved
March 25th, 2020
*John stated that there were no changes to the ICLTC RTIP requests and that the STIP had been
adopted. He went on to say that the CTC approved additional funding as requested, above the
funding target, for projects in 2022/23 and 2023/24 specifically the East Line St Bridge Project
and the Lone Pine Town Streets Rehabilitation Project.
ITEM NO. 11 Open comment period on Caltrans Meadow Farms ADA Project & staff proposal
to draft comment letter.
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*Ryan Dermody of Caltrans stated they are in the middle of the environmental comment phase.
He also mentioned that they are looking to do a public meeting but they are trying to figure out
how to do it virtually.
Commissioner Muchovej asked about the 4 categories of bike lanes and wanted to know the
difference.
Ryan explained that Class 1 is a separate bike lane; Class 2 is a striped biked lane; Class 3 is
using the shoulder as the bike lane and Class 4 is a newer classification that has physical
separation but still adjacent, i.e., separated by delineators or raised curb.
Commissioner Muchovej expressed concern and asked if the striped (Class 2) will be used, will
there be an escape route. Ryan said that is a concern that will be looked at.
John Pinckney asked that a comment letter be put together on this subject. Comment period
will be closed prior to the next meeting. Commissioner Thompson asked if there is a possibility
to extend the comment period. Ryan said he would look into extending the deadline.
INFORMATIONAL ITEMS
ITEM NO.12 ESTA Report
*Phil Moores reported that they have authorized some administrative leave pay for the
employees at home due to the Covid Pandemic. 2 to 3 of the dial-a-ride vehicles are running
out of 5 and drivers are required to wear masks while driving. Phil said that there is an
opportunity to apply for funds through the Cares Act. They hope to get reimbursed for some
fare revenue, service losses and admin leave. Phil went on to report that the Bishop Creek
shuttle is scheduled to run with its two trips a day. Ridership is down which is to be expected.
*Jill Batchelder of Caltrans commented in regard to the reimbursement. Next year’s formula
funding is based on the current ridership, she said and future funding may be impacted. Jill
then asked if there is an opportunity to seek reimbursement for future income loss? Phil
answered that these are the kinds of questions being asked.
ITEM NO.13 Tribal Report- None
ITEM NO.14 Caltrans Report
*Jill Batchelder stated that 80% of their staff is working from home due to Covid. She went on
to say that project delivery is still vital and it is a critical function that will continue. She said
that they are expecting some loss in the gas tax revenue. She went on to say that they are
working on an active transportation grant application for the extension of the 168
sidewalk/between Barlow and Meadow Lane, and it is anticipated to be a $4 million project.
Jill asked to have an updated letter of support from LTC.
*Ryan Dermody said that District 9 Director Brent Green is retiring May 1 st.
ITEM NO.15 City of Bishop Report
*Deston Dishion reported on the Spruce Hanby Project. He said that process has been slowed
down due to Covid but the hope is to have a 14 month extension.
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ITEM NO.16 Executive Director’s Report
- Kern Letter of Intent to cancel Tri-County MOU
-SHOPP Comments Letter as submitted
-USBR 85 – update – Letter of Support f/ Inyo County Board of Supervisors
-South Lake Rd. FLAP schedule update – STIP Match
-Olancha Cartago 4 Lane – INFRA Grant Application submitted

*John Pinckney stated that he sent the Kern Letter of Intent to cancel the Tri-County MOU to all
the Commissioners and said he didn’t know if we would be able to change Kern’s mind. John
said he got a commitment from CTC staff to facilitate a meeting between all parties and is
thinking he would like to wait to do a face to face meeting and not a zoom meeting if possible.
Pinckney went on to say that “with our negative share balance, we are not in position to move
forward with the project (Freeman Gulch II & III).” Commissioner Doug Thompson
commented that this is critical to our County and we need to relay this to the CTC and he
suggested a letter of support from Kern County. Commissioner Pucci agreed with Doug and said
waiting for a face to face meeting is unnecessary and we need to move forward if possible.
Commissioner Tillemans agreed with Commissioner Pucci that we should move forward in a
timely manner. Commissioner Tillemans asked John to elaborate on the time line. John stated
that the 2020 STIP is where this will be solidified. We will propose a new RTIP in 2021 and the
MOU expires in 2022. Mr. Tillemans stated that he thinks we should formalize our case in a
respectful manner and perhaps request a meeting to make sure the CTC is aware and move
forward with other sources of funding.
Ryan Dermody of Caltrans added that the environmental portion is done and suggested that if
we get the design and right of way done then we can be ready if funding happens.
*Mike Errante gave an update on South Lake Road and other projects. He reviewed the
information in the agenda packet. No questions or comments were made.
ITEM NO. 17
CORRESPONDENCE- no comments were made
ADJOURNMENT 10:40 a.m.
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ITEM #4

STATE OF CALIFORNIA-------CALIFORNIA STATE TRANSPORTATION AGENCY

Gavin Newsom, Governor

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DISTRICT 9
500 South Main Street
Bishop, CA 93514
PHONE (760) 872-1398
TTY 711
www.dot.ca.gov

Making Conservation
a California Way of Life.

April 1, 2020

John Pinckney
Transportation Planner
Inyo County Local Transportation Commission
PO Box Q
Independence, CA 93526
Dear Mr. Pinckney:
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Inyo County Local Transportation
Commission (ICLTC) Fiscal Year (FY) 2020-2021 Draft Overall Work Program (OWP). Based
on our review and that of the Office of Regional Planning (ORP), we offer the following
comments:
General Comments
• Caltrans commends ICLTC for outlining Tribal consultation involvement that identify
specific Work Elements and tasks to accomplish these efforts.
• Although it is not a requirement for RTPAs, Caltrans commends ICLTC for identifying
Work Elements and tasks that identify implementation efforts for Core Planning
functions, Performance Management, and State of Good Repair.
• Caltrans commends ICLTC for deciding to develop their Pavement Management Plan inhouse in order to build and maintain a sustainable long-term program.
• As commented on in previous years, since the development of the Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP) is a core function and requirement of the RTPA, ICLTC must
include a separate work element for the RTP. As it is written, it is mentioned briefly in
Work Element 500.1. Please include task such as implementation and community
engagement.
• Caltrans recommends that ICLTC include further discussion of Inyo County’s
involvement in the planning process, including to carry out tasks identified in the OWP,
and whether a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the two entities is in
place. Also, on page 9 of the Introduction, the organization chart should reference
Appendix A.
• To further enhance the Introduction, it would be useful to include maps for refencing
boundaries, routes, and geographic features in and around Inyo County.
• The Budget Revenue Summary Spreadsheet in the Final OWP should include a
separate column with the estimated Rural Planning Assistance (RPA) carryover from FY
19-20. The initial OWPA will only include the FY 20-21 RPA allocation.

“Provide a safe, sustainable, integrated and efficient transportation system to enhance California’s economy and livability”

Mr. John Pinckney
April 1, 2020
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Specific Comments
Work Element 100.1 – Compliance and Oversight
• Tasks 10-13 identifies indirect costs and must be removed from the work element. In
review of the cost they appear to be direct cost and should be identifies as such.
Work Element 310.1 – Coordinated Transit Services
• Add a task to promote electric vehicles and charging stations for use by public
transportation operators.
Work Element 400.1 – Project Development & Monitoring
• The Products section must be more specific. As written, “submit request for funding”
and, “apply for grants for new projects” do not clearly identify a regional planning nexus
and eligibility cannot be determined.
• Since RPA funds have limited eligibility for grant matching, please further identify the
regional planning nexus, grant program, and funding source identified in Task 13.
• Task 14, please identify as Caltrans “Lone Pine Visioning Plan” not “Lone Pine Ad-Hoc
Committee.”
Work Element 500.1 – Coordination & Regional Planning
• (Similar comment as last year) Please provide a more in-depth Purpose narrative for this
Work Element. There are 14 proposed tasks, so a comprehensive narrative is warranted
to reflect the work performing in FY 20-21.
Work Element 600.1 – PMP/GIS
• Direct expenses for the pavement management plan can be included as long as they
have a regional planning nexus.
We ask that ICLTC please utilize the Caltrans comment letter, responding to the
recommendations and demonstrating that they acknowledge the feedback and are incorporating
them into the Final OWP.

Sincerely,

Mark Heckman
Caltrans District 9
Transportation Planning Branch Supervisor

“Provide a safe, sustainable, integrated and efficient transportation system
to enhance California’s economy and livability”

INYO COUNTY
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FOR THE INYO COUNTY
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INTRODUCTION
The Inyo County Local Transportation Commission (ICLTC) is the designated Regional Transportation
Planning Agency (RTPA) for Inyo County. Inyo County is located in the central eastern part of the state and
is bounded by the counties of Tulare and Fresno to the west along the crest of the Sierra Nevada, Mono to
the north, Kern and San Bernardino to the south, and the State of Nevada to the east.
Inyo County is the second largest county in the State of California, with an area of 10,203 square miles. The
2017 Census estimate reports the County’s population to be 18,026, with a population density of 1.8
persons per square mile. About 98% of the land in the County is owned by public agencies. The greatest
portion of the population resides in communities along US 395, which runs generally north/south near the
western boundary of the County. There are several small communities in the southeastern portion of the
County as well. The City of Bishop, along with the suburbs immediately surrounding it, contains over 50% of
all County residents and approximately 67% of the County’s residents live within a 15-mile radius of Bishop.
Bishop is the only incorporated city in the County.
Due to the expansive holdings of land by the Federal Government, the Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power and the State of California, the future growth of Inyo County will be confined primarily to small
areas of private land. Given the scattered nature of these private land holdings, it is unlikely that any major
urban growth or significant development within the existing communities will occur. One possible
exception to this scenario does exist in the far southeasterly portion of the county where larger tracts of
land are in private ownership and the area may be subject to development pressure from the suburban
expansion of the City of Las Vegas. The sizable remaining amount of private land around Pahrump in
Nevada coupled with a differing tax structure likely is the reason these areas have not been developed. The
availability of water may also be a factor.
Tourism is the major economic driver in the County. The spectacular diversity of scenery, topography,
climate and abundant recreational opportunities attract a broad range of visitors to the County. Inyo
County features the highest point in the contiguous 48 states (Mt. Whitney, 14,505 ft.) and the lowest
point in the Western Hemisphere (Badwater Basin, Death Valley National Park, -282 ft. below sea level).
Each year, at least 7 million recreational visitor-days are generated on the National Forest, National Park,
Bureau of Land Management, City of Los Angeles, and private lands in the County. A vast majority of the
visitors seeking recreation arrive via the State Highway System.
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Growth in the economy of the County is occurring slowly, but is expected to continue as a result of
increased recreational activity and an increasing number of retirees selecting Inyo County as their place of
residence. A growing number of tourists, particularly from the Southern California area, are being attracted
to the County. Leisure time, surplus expendable income, increased mobility, and urban population pressure
for land suitable for recreation result in recreational travel to more desirable areas. This development will
continue to cause trade and services to increase faster than any other sector of economic activity. The
expansion of tourist activity, along with the increase of retirees, will be the basis for the minimal population
growth expected for the County in the foreseeable future. Digital 395, a project funded by an American
Recovery Act of 2009 grant, installed fiber optic cable along the US 395 corridor and provides broadband
Internet access to the area. This provides an opportunity for an increase in Internet-based businesses in the
Eastern Sierra.
ORGANIZATION
A.

History

The ICLTC was established pursuant to State Government Code Section 29535 on July 12, 1972, by
resolutions of the Inyo County Board of Supervisors and the Bishop City Council. This entity was then
designated as the transportation planning agency for Inyo County by the State Secretary of the Business,
Transportation and Housing Agency.
B.

Purpose

The ICLTC is authorized to act as the lead transportation planning and administrative agency for
transportation projects and programs in Inyo County. It is intended that the coordinated efforts of City,
County and State level representatives and their technical staff, through the ICLTC, will implement
appropriate solutions to address overall County transportation needs.
The primary duties of the ICLTC consist of the following:
1. Administration of Transportation Development Act (TDA) funds.
2. Development and implementation of the Inyo County Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).
3. Preparation and implementation of the annual Overall Work Program (OWP).
4. The ICLTC is responsible for the preparation of the Regional Transportation Improvement
Program (RTIP), in collaboration with the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans),
and submitted for adoption by the California Transportation Commission (CTC).
5. Review and comment on the State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP).
6. Review and prioritize grant applications for various funding programs.
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C.

ICLTC Membership

The ICLTC membership consists of three representatives appointed by the Inyo County Board of Supervisors
and three representatives appointed by the Bishop City Council. Terms of office shall be as designated by
the Inyo County Board of Supervisors and the Bishop City Council. The designating authority, for each
regular member it appoints, may designate an alternate representative to serve in place of the regular
member when that party is absent or disqualified from participating in a meeting of the commission. The
Caltrans District Director, or a designee of the director, serves as a non-voting ex-officio member.
D.

Staffing

Executive Director: The Executive Director of the ICLTC is appointed by the Inyo County Board of
Supervisors. The Executive Director is responsible for the general administration of ICLTC activities.
ICLTC Secretary: The ICLTC Secretary is appointed by the Executive Director to maintain records, including
meeting minutes and project files and to assist staff in preparation and dissemination of public notices,
agendas, agenda packets and other official business.
Technical Staff: Technical (engineering, legal and planning) staffing services for the ICLTC are provided by
Inyo County and the City of Bishop as needed.
ADMISTRATIVE ADJUSTMENTS
For office space and utility payments last year, the ICLTC contributed to the County Cost Plan $1,039 per
month. The County bills the ICLTC for Workers’ Compensation Insurance at a rate of $143 per month and
Liability Insurance at a rate of $121 per month. These expenses may vary and are not developed until the
County develops its FY 2020-2021 budget. These expenses are split between the three ICLTC funding
streams: Rural Planning Assistance, Transit and Planning, Programming and Monitoring. Copy costs are
billed to the work element that the copies are related to.
ISSUES AND CONCERNS
Highways, Local Streets and Roads, Bikeways, and Pedestrian Facilities
US 395 is the major transportation corridor through Inyo County and provides the primary year-round
access into the Eastern Sierra region. It is vital to the region’s economy, since nearly all goods are trucked in
via this route and US 6. Area residents use US 395 to reach special services and items not available in their
small rural communities. A significant percentage of traffic on the route is recreationally oriented.
The majority of US 395 through Inyo County has been widened to four lanes. The remaining two-lane
section that is slated to be developed as a four-lane expressway is the Olancha/Cartago project and it has
been programmed through construction. The programming of the Olancha-Cartago project has given the
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LTC a negative STIP share balance projected out through the 2028 STIP cycle. This limits the ability to
program significant new funds in the STIP.
As the high priority four-laning of US 395 in Inyo County approaches completion, the Local Transportation
Commission will continue to prioritize improvement projects to the US 395 and CA 14 corridors in Kern, San
Bernardino, and Mono counties. The Tri-County MOU (Kern, Inyo & Mono) expires in 2022 and is the
subject of current negotiations for renewal.
US 6 provides access to the communities of Laws and several communities in Mono County that serve in
part as bedroom communities to Bishop and provides an interregional alternative for north and east bound
travelers and freight. SR 127 provides north-south access throughout the eastern part of the County and is
part of the route for interregional travel accessing Death Valley National Park (DVNP) from the east. SR 168
provides interregional travelers with a route between the Owens Valley, Deep Springs Valley, Fish Lake
Valley, and US 95 in Nevada.
SR 190 in combination with SR 136 and SR 178 provide a discontinuous east-west corridor through DVNP. A
significant percentage of interregional travelers to and through DVNP use one or more roads that are not
on the State Highway system. These roads include: Stateline Road, Panamint Valley Road, Trona – Wildrose
Road, and Old Spanish Trail Highway. All are part of the Inyo County Maintained Mileage System and
essentially serve as extensions of the State Highway system. Badwater Road, Scotty’s Castle Road (closed
for storm damage repairs since 2015), Beatty Cutoff Road, and Daylight Pass Road (maintained by DVNP)
also provide important interregional routes. The signage and mapping to travel on these routes is
inconsistent. Some State maps do not show the roads maintained by the County or DVNP. With new
signage on the I-15 freeway in Las Vegas pointing visitors to access DVNP via SR 160 in Nevada and either
Old Spanish Trail Highway or Stateline Road, it is likely that traffic on these routes will increase. On a couple
of occasions, I-15 between Baker and Las Vegas has been closed, and Old Spanish Trail Highway has been
shown as part of a bypass route bringing large amounts of traffic to this County road.
There are a number of State Highways and County maintained roads that provide access for residents and
travelers to small communities and recreational areas in the Sierra Nevada. These include: Pine Creek Road,
SR 168 west of US 395, South Lake Road, Sabrina Road, Glacier Lodge Road, Onion Valley Road, Whitney
Portal Road, Horseshoe Meadows Road, and Ninemile Canyon Road. Ninemile Canyon Road is unique in
Inyo County in that it is the only road inside of Inyo County that crosses the Sierra crest and provides access
to communities on the western slope of the Sierra Nevada. Other paved roads in the County that also
provide access to recreation destinations include White Mountain Road and Death Valley Road. The
condition of these roads is important to the economy of communities throughout Inyo County.
The ICLTC also needs to prioritize other possible projects for future transportation programming. Some
possibilities include other State Routes in the area, County, City, and Tribal Government roads, and bicycle
and pedestrian trails and routes. The needs and goals for many of these alternatives are discussed and
defined in the current 2019 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and the 2015 Active Transportation Plan
(ATP). ATP grant funding is a primary source of bicycle and pedestrian project funding. The 2019 RTP
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update includes proposed bicycle and pedestrian projects. The ICLTC will use this document to prioritize
new bike and pedestrian projects for upcoming ATP grant cycles. The ICLTC will also consider whether to
fund an update to the 2015 ATP document. The USBR (United States Bicycle Route)-85 corridor has been
proposed and is being presented to the Inyo County Board of Supervisors and to the Bishop City Council. By
the time this document is finalized the USBR-85 route should be submitted to Caltrans with Letters of
Support. Future USBR corridors can be considered. The Local Road Safety Plan will also re-visit areas of
concern for bicyclists and pedestrians.
A significant issue to local agencies is finding ways to fund the long-term maintenance of local streets and
roads. Senate Bill 1 provides a significant source of funding both to local roads and to the STIP. The
Pavement Management Program (PMP) provides a tool to make cost-effective choices for those funds that
are available. In FY19-20 and FY20-21 the ICLTC is bringing the PMP in-house and developing a sustainable
long term program. Although the ICLTC is not required to prepare and maintain a Congestion Management
Plan (CMP), there exists a continuing need to develop evaluation criteria addressing multi-modal and intermodal transportation systems.
Air Quality
In California, both federal and state ambient standards exist for CO, PM10, and ozone. California’s ambient
standards are more stringent than the federal standards for these pollutants. Areas that meet the ambient
standards are classified as attainment areas; likewise, areas that do not meet the standards are classified as
nonattainment areas. Inyo County is an attainment area for the state and federal CO standards. The county
is an attainment area for state and federal PM10 standards except for the area around the Owens Dry Lake.
The Owens Valley is a nonattainment area because of windblown dust from exposed areas of Owens Dry
Lake. The Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control District has prepared a state implementation plan for
PM10 that includes mitigation measures designed to minimize windblown dust from Owens Dry Lake. The
plan does not include any measures to reduce PM10 from paved or unpaved roads because roads are not
considered a significant contributor to Inyo County’s existing PM10 problem. The southern and eastern
portions of the County are in a nonattainment area for federal ozone standards. This area of the county has
an extremely low population and lacks industrial emission sources. The ozone levels are attributed to
emissions from highly urbanized South Coast and southern San Joaquin Valley air basins that are carried by
prevailing winds into Inyo County.
Aviation
Air transportation service is limited, yet vital, to the Eastern Sierra region because of the geographical
isolation of the region from the rest of the State. Inyo County has seven general aviation and six private
landing strips within its boundaries. These airports are scattered throughout the region and are generally
located adjacent to rural communities. Additionally, there is at least one active backcountry airstrip in Inyo
County.
Inyo County maintains four of these airports: Bishop, Independence, Lone Pine and Shoshone. The Bishop
and Independence airports are located on leased Los Angeles Department of Water and Power land, the
Shoshone Airport is on County owned land, and Lone Pine Airport is a combination of two. The Trona
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Airport, located just north of the boundary with San Bernardino County, is owned by the U.S. Department
of the Interior Bureau of Land Management, and is operated by the Searles Valley Community Service
District. The Bishop Airport has the only charter services available within Inyo County. Charter and limited
commercial airline services are available at the Mammoth Lakes / Yosemite Airport (21 miles north of the
County line).
Inyo County is actively pursuing Federal Part 139 Certification to allow for scheduled commercial air service
at the Bishop Airport. In May of 2018, United Airlines shared their support for transitioning the commercial
service operations from the Mammoth Yosemite Airport to the Bishop Airport in the fall of 2020 contingent
on the Bishop Airport meeting state and federal regulations as well as the airline’s needs. Important
infrastructure upgrades have been underway over the last several years, including lighting and navigation
aid improvements, construction of a new heavy aircraft apron and upcoming pavement rehabilitation of
taxiways and runways. In January 2020, Inyo County officially began two environmental documents,
pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA), which will analyze the impacts of the proposed commercial service. Inyo County is working closely
with the Los Angeles office of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to complete the environmental
review, infrastructure improvements and operational changes required to obtain an Airport Operating
Certificate under Title 14, Part 139 of the Federal Code of Regulations.
The Inyo County Airport Land Use Commission adopted a “Policy Plan and Airport Comprehensive Land Use
Plan” (CLUP) in December 1991. Section 21675 of the California Utilities Code required the formation of a
comprehensive land use plan that provided for the orderly growth of each public airport and area
surrounding the airport. This plan guides the orderly development of each public use airport in the County;.
In May 2019, the FAA approved the updated Airport Layout Plans (ALP’s) for the Bishop and Lone Pine
airports. The airport planning documents, which depict future improvements to the airfields, were funded
by FAA grants.

Freight
There is a significant amount of goods movement on US 395, US 6, and SR 14. Trucks represent a higher
than average proportion of the total traffic in the study area. These corridors connect Los Angeles and Reno
and also serve other parts of the western US. The development of the Tahoe Reno Industrial Center
combined with the corridor being improved to four lane roads may potentially add to these impacts. Truck
traffic impacts overall enjoyment of Main Street in all of the Communties along the US395 corridor by
increasing noise and decreasing air quality and the sense of safety. In 2019 Caltrans has initiated a “Lone
Pine Ad-Hoc Committee” to discuss proposed solutions or mitigations to these issues in Lone Pine. Roads
bear the burden of the weight of more and more trucks, but limited funding is available due to the area’s
small population numbers. In a region dependent on tourism and with limited funding for highway
maintenance, these impacts can be damaging to the area’s economy if visitors have a bad experience.
Adequate services need to be made available to allow for highway safety. Additionally, there are concerns
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from residents about long term parking of semi-trailer trucks adjacent to residential and commercial areas.
Unauthorized truck parking has been noted near most communities.
Cambridge Systematics completed the Eastern Sierra Corridor Freight Study, for Caltrans District 9,that
specifically looks at US 395, US 6, SR 14, and SR 58 in Inyo and Mono counties and Eastern Kern County.
This study documents existing and future freight conditions including: 1) freight impacts from outside the
corridor (including the Reno Tahoe Industrial Center and the World Logistics Center in Moreno Valley), 2)
freight impacts on highways which also serve as Main Street, and 3) potential economic benefits of Eastern
Sierra freight movement to the industry. The study seeks to identify short and long-term cost effective
strategies to 1) improve goods movement, safety, and congestion and 2) mitigate freight impacts on local
communities and transportation infrastructure. The study will also explore potential funding opportunities.
The ICLTC received a presentation on the Freight Study and will explore opportunities to build the
additional truck parking recommendations into future planning and projects with Caltrans, City of Bishop
and Fort Independence. Caltrans conducted a trucks on Main St –Left Lane Only- pilot project in 2019. The
ICLTC will work with Caltrans to determine whether any significant changes or permanent modifications
can be recommended from this pilot project.
Public Transportation
The Eastern Sierra Transit Authority (ESTA) is the primary public transportation provider for Inyo County.
ESTA operates throughout the County with a fleet of vehicles, all of which are now accessible for elderly
and for persons with disabilities, affecting full ADA compliance. Operating funds for ESTA are derived from
a combination of fare box revenues, State Transit Assistance Funds (STA), Local Transportation Funds (LTF)
and Federal Transit Administration Section 5311 monies from various jurisdictions including Inyo County,
Mono County, the City of Bishop and the Town of Mammoth Lakes. ESTA was known as Inyo-Mono Transit
until these governmental entities entered into a Joint Powers Agreement (JPA) to administer and operate
the public transportation service. The JPA took effect July 1, 2007. The ICLTC is supporting the
implementation of the ESTA Short-Range Transit Plan.
In addition to ESTA, there are several other public transportation providers. They include the Eastern Sierra
Area Agency on Aging (ESAAA), Inyo Mono Association for the Handicapped (IMAH), the Toiyabe Indian
Health Project, and several other Native American transportation providers. ESAAA provides transit
services to senior citizens. The ICLTC currently evaluates criteria and policies to prioritize future grant
applications from agencies providing transportation services with public funding. Those agencies
implementing measures to promote the coordination of services with other such agencies will be assigned
a higher priority with respect to ICLTC grant application endorsement. The ICLTC will coordinate with
Caltrans and each of the above agencies in the implementation of the policies identified in the Coordinated
Public Transportation – Human Services Transportation Plan.
The ICLTC allocates funds and administers transit grants funded by California Legislature such as the Low
Carbon Transit Operations Program (LCTOP) and the State of Good Repair Program. The ICLTC continues to
administer transit grant fund that were allocated under Proposition 1B. These programs include the Transit
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Security Grant Program and the Public Transportation Modernization, Improvement, and Services
Enhancement Account (PTMISEA). To eliminate the duplication of work where feasible, a task is included in
the OWP to transfer the administration of these grants to ESTA. ESTA serves as a Consolidated Transit
Service Agency in Inyo County.
The ICLTC maintains a commitment to interregional transportation on U.S. 395 to regional population
centers. ESTA provides service from Lone Pine northerly to the Reno five times a week and southerly from
Mammoth Lakes to Lancaster, California Metro Link Station also five times a week.
A priority identified in prior work plans was to secure funding for ESTA to expand their headquarters at the
Bishop Airport. In FY18-19 the LTC assisted ESTA in submitting for and obtaining a FTA Section 5339(b)
grant that will provide $457,139 in funds for a new headquarters building. A 20% match and additional
funding may be provided through PTMISEA, STA or LTF funds.
RESPONSIBILITIES AND BACKGROUND
The primary duties of the ICLTC involve the following:









Prepare, adopt, and submit a Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) to Caltrans and the California
Transportation Commission (CTC) every four years .
Prepare, adopt, and submit a biennial Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) to
the CTC, a portion of which contains comments on the proposed Interregional Transportation
Improvement Program (ITIP) submitted by Caltrans every two years.
Administer the Transportation Development Act (TDA), which includes:
 Receive claims for State Transit Assistance and Local Transportation Funds;
 Hold two “unmet transit needs” hearings a year and when necessary;
 Appropriate TDA funds for administration, planning, pedestrian and bicycle facilities, rail
and transit service, and for streets and roads;
 Oversee completion of performance audits;
 Communicate financial transactions with county and state auditor/controllers.
Prepare an annual Overall Work Program (OWP) and conduct the planning activities described
therein to achieve the goals and objectives of the RTP, California Transportation Plan and
Statewide Goals.
Participate in planning activities addressing the regional transportation system.

The Inyo County RTP was first adopted April 15, 1975, and has been updated regularly since. In 1978, the
ICLTC requested that Caltrans assume responsibility for staff work. Later, in 1995, the ICLTC resumed the
responsibility for staff work as a result of the adoption of Senate Bill 45. An update of the RTP was last
completed in September 2019 for compliance with the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21 st Century
(MAP-21) and the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Federal Reauthorization. Since FAST Act
made very few changes to MAP-21, the two are referred to together as MAP-21 / FAST Act.
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In August 2014, the ICLTC changed the RTP update schedule from every 5 years to 4 years. The advantage
of doing this is that then the County and City of Bishop are able to update their Housing Element every 8
years instead of every 5 years.
In accordance with Senate Bill 498, the Social Service Transportation Advisory Council (SSTAC) was formed
prior to the 1988 Unmet Needs process. The SSTAC functions prior to each upcoming Unmet Needs process
and as necessary throughout the year addressing a broad range of transportation issues. Members of the
SSTAC continue to be selected in accordance with Section 99238 of the TDA, Statutes and California Codes
of Regulations. The ICLTC may appoint and convene additional committees to address other transportation
issues as they become necessary. These committee appointments will consist of members with the
broadest possible range of stakeholder status, as well as appointees with relevant expertise in committee
activities.
Subsequent to Senate Bill 45, the role of the ICLTC expanded greatly. This legislation provided the ICLTC
with additional responsibilities for project monitoring with Caltrans, additional discretionary funding for
transportation related projects within the County of Inyo, and a stronger role in transportation planning in
general.
An organizational chart, reflecting the relationship between the various committees and agencies
concerned with transportation planning in Inyo County, is shown on Appendix A.
TRIBAL CONSULTATION
There are five federally recognized Tribal Governments in Inyo County. They are, from north to south, the
Bishop Paiute Tribe, the Big Pine Paiute Tribe of the Owens Valley, the Fort Independence Community of
Paiute Indians of the Fort Independence Reservation, California, the Lone Pine Paiute-Shoshone Tribe, and
the Death Valley Timbisha Shoshone Tribe. Their reservations are inside of or adjacent to the communities
of (from north to south) Bishop, Big Pine, Independence, Lone Pine, and Furnace Creek. To affect
compliance with Title 23, U.S.C., Chapter 1, Sections 134 and 135, as amended by the Federal
Transportation Reauthorization, the ICLTC has solicited government-to-government consultation with all
five federally recognized Tribal Governments in Inyo County. All draft transportation planning documents
and project schedules prepared by the ICLTC are mailed to county Tribal Governments; and review and
comment is encouraged. The ICLTC maintains a running information item on its meeting agendas for a
Tribal Report. All Tribal Government consultation efforts are documented.
The County of Inyo, the City of Bishop, and the Bishop Paiute Tribe were collaborative partners in the
adoption of the Inyo County Collaborative Bikeways Plan. The County of Inyo and the City of Bishop have
coordinated with Tribal Governments to identify sections of County and City roads, routes and bridges that
qualify for inclusion in the Bureau of Indian Affairs Indian Reservation Roads (IRR) inventory system.
Specific Tribal coordination-related tasks set forth in the work elements are:
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Work Element 100.1, Method/Task numbers 6, 8, and 9
Work Element 310.1, Method/Task numbers 12 and 13
Work Element 400.1, Method/Task numbers 9 and 10
Work Element 500.1, Method/Task numbers 2, 8, 10 and 11
Work Element 700.1, Method/Task numbers 20, 23, 30, 37, 39 and 40

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Several factors determine the methods utilized and results of public review and participation in Inyo
County, including: a) the limited nature of urban transportation issues due to the rural character and sparse
population (18,026) of the County; b) the predominant reliance on the automobile as the primary mode of
transportation, given the considerable distance between communities and regional destinations; c) the
amplified importance of a limited number of transportation corridors necessary for travel; and d) although
the County is the second largest in the State (10,203 square miles), 98.3% of the land in the County is
owned and administered by various public agencies, thereby, severely constraining future growth. These
factors combined have resulted in focused and clearly identified transportation priorities that generate a
minimal amount of controversy and subsequent participation in public forums.
The ICLTC will continue to provide public notice of all hearings, as required. Additionally, the Commission
will expand and maintain a mailing list of all public agencies, Tribal Governments, chambers of commerce,
Community Based Organizations, locally based goods movement providers and individual stakeholders to
maximize participation in all public hearings and promote the identification of transportation needs, as well
as encouraging input on scheduled agenda items. To comply with federal and state requirements emphasis
in outreach efforts to the traditionally underrepresented and underserved populations such as the elderly,
disabled, low income, and minority (i.e. Black, Hispanic, Asian American, American Indian /Alaskan Native,
and Pacific Islander) are being implemented.
Given the considerable geographical expanse of the County and the constraints inherent with limited
staffing, the ICLTC will continue to maintain and expand email address inventories to enhance access and
participation relevant to transportation issues. An ICLTC website is online and is updated regularly to
enhance public participation.
The ICLTC is prepared to participate in or schedule public meetings to discuss relevant transportation
issues, as the need arises.

1. Core Planning Functions. The development and implementation of a performance management
approach to transportation planning and programming that supports the achievement of
transportation system performance outcomes.
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MPOs are reminded that their Overall Work Programs (OWP) must identify the Core Planning Functions and
what work will be done during the program year to advance those functions. The Core Functions typically
include:
• Overall Work Program
• Public Participation and Education
• Regional Transportation Plan
• Federal Transportation Improvement Program
This planning factor only partially applies to the ICLTC. The ICLTC completes an annual update to the OWP,
engages in public participation, and completes an update to the Regional Transportation Plan every four
years. The ICLTC as a rural transportation planning entity does not directly complete updates to the Federal
Transportation Improvement Program. The California Department of Transportation is responsible
completing updates of the Federal Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (FSTIP) on behalf of
the ICLTC and the ICLTC reviews and comments on the FSTIP on behalf of local agencies. Specific methods
and tasks that address this emphasis area are as follows:







Work Element 100.1, Method/Task numbers 1, 5, 7, & 8
Work Element 110.1, Method/Task numbers 1 through 10
Work Element 200.1, Method/Task numbers 1 through 5
Work Element 400.1, Methods/Task number 7
Work Element 500.1, Method/Task numbers 1, 2 & 3
Work Element 600.1, Method/Task numbers 1 through 6

2. Performance Management. Since MAP-21 was passed in 2012, Caltrans and most of California’s
MPOs have developed performance measures that inform their Regional Transportation Plans (RTPs)
and Federal Transportation Improvement Programs (FTIPs). The objective of the performance- and
outcome-based program is for States and MPOs to invest resources in projects that collectively will
make progress toward the achievement of the national goals. MAP-21 / FAST Act requires the DOT, in
consultation with States, metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs), and other stakeholders, to
establish performance measures in the areas listed below:
• Safety - To achieve a significant reduction in traffic fatalities and serious injuries on all public
roads.
• Infrastructure Condition - To maintain the highway infrastructure asset system in a state of good
repair
• Congestion Reduction - To achieve a significant reduction in congestion on the National Highway
System
• System Reliability - To improve the efficiency of the surface transportation system
• Freight Movement and Economic Vitality - To improve the national freight network, strengthen
the ability of rural communities to access national and international trade markets, and support
regional economic development.
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• Environmental Sustainability - To enhance the performance of the transportation system while
protecting and enhancing the natural environment.
• Reduced Project Delivery Delays - To reduce project costs, promote jobs and the economy, and
expedite the movement of people and goods by accelerating project completion through
eliminating delays in the project development and delivery process, including reducing regulatory
burdens and improving agencies' work practices
This planning factor is problematic for the ICLTC to implement due to the nature of the rural roads and the
small population base of Inyo County. The ICLTC has maintained a Pavement Management Program to
provide objective criteria for the selection of new transportation projects. The ICLTC is moving forward in
several ways to make the City of Bishop and County of Inyo competitive for various grant programs that
increasingly require additional performance criterion. Specific methods and tasks that address this
emphasis area are as follows:







3.

Work Element 100.1, Method/Task numbers 5, 7, 8 , & 9
Work Element 300.1, Method/Task numbers 1 through 5
Work Element 310.1, Method/Task numbers 1 through 16
Work Element 400.1, Methods/Task numbers 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, & 12
Work Element 500.1, Method/Task numbers 7, 8, & 9
Work Element 600.1, Method/Task numbers 1 through 6

State of Good Repair. MPO’s are required to evaluate their transportation system to assess the
capital investment needed to maintain a State of Good Repair for the region’s transportation facilities
and equipment. MPO’s shall coordinate with the transit providers in their region to incorporate the
Transit Asset Management Plans (TAM’s) prepared by the transit providers into the Region
Transportation Plan (RTP). Analysis of State of Good Repair needs and investments shall be part of
any RTP update, and must be included in the Overall Work Program task for developing the Regional
Transportation Plan. MPO’s are expected to regularly coordinate with transit operators to evaluate
current information on the state of transit assets; to understand the transit operators transit asset
management plans; and to ensure that the transit operators are continually providing transit asset
information to support the MPO planning process.

This OWP includes work elements dedicated to administering transit and to regional transit coordination.
The public transit provider (ESTA) in Inyo County provides services to regional hubs for essential services up
and down the US 395/SR 14 corridor as far north as Reno, Nevada and as far south as Lancaster. This
provides service to a multi-county area. Specific methods and tasks that address this emphasis area are:
□ Work Element 300.1, Method/Task numbers 11 & 12
□ Work Element 310.1, Method/Task numbers 11 & 14
□ Work Element 400.1, Method/Task numbers 7,
□ Work Element 500.1, Method/Task numbers 1 & 2
□ Work Element 600.1, Method/Task numbers 1 through 6
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FEDERAL PLANNING FACTORS
The federal planning factors in MAP-21 / FAST Act Section 134(h) should also be incorporated in the
MPOs/RTPAs OWP. Federal Planning Factors are issued by Congress and emphasize planning factors from a
national perspective. The Federal Planning Factors are revised or reinstated with new reauthorization. The
ten planning factors (for both metro and statewide planning) are listed in the table below. Where the
planning factor refers to a “Metropolitan area,” the information applies to area communities instead.
MAP-21 / FAST Act Planning Factors
Work Element 100.1 110.1 200.1 300.1
1. Support the economic vitality of the metropolitan
area, especially by enabling global
competitiveness, productivity, and efficiency.
2. Increase the safety of the transportation system
for motorized and non-motorized users.
3. Increase the security of the transportation system
for motorized and non-motorized users.
4. Increase the accessibility and mobility of people
and for freight.
5. Protect and enhance the environment, promote
energy conservation, improve the quality of life,
and promote consistency between transportation
improvements and State and local planned
growth and economic development.
6. Enhance the integration and connectivity of the
transportation system, across and between
modes, for people and freight.
7. Promote efficient system management and
operation.
8. Emphasize the preservation of the existing
transportation system.
9. Improve the resiliency and reliability of the
transportation system and reduce or mitigate
stormwater and reduce or mitigate stormwater
impacts of surface transportation.
10. Enhance travel and tourism.
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PLANNING ACTIVITIES
This section contains the OWP work elements. A work element represents specific work or project or
purpose, and includes products and tasks. Following the work elements is a summary of the responsible
agencies and funding required to perform the work necessary to complete the overall work program.
If it becomes necessary during the planning process to modify, eliminate or add to any task or element,
including personnel costs and scheduling, the program may be modified and amended by mutual
agreement between the ICLTC and Caltrans.
A primary objective of this OWP is to update the RTP and to implement the goals and objectives set forth in
the RTP; which establish the direction and framework necessary for the continued operation of the ICLTC.
In consideration of the foregoing priorities, the 2020/2021 OWP includes the following work elements:
100.1
110.1
200.1
300.1
310.1
400.1
500.1
600.1
700.1

Compliance and Oversight
Overall Work Program
Regional Transportation Improvement Program
Administer Transit
Coordinate Transit Services
Project Development and Monitoring
Coordination & Regional Planning
PMS/GIS
Planning, Programming & Monitoring
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WORK ELEMENT 100.1
Title: Compliance and Oversight
Purpose: To provide documentation of activities, support and maintain services required to implement the
transportation planning programs and processes. These activities are specifically related to Rural Planning
Assistance (RPA) eligible tasks.
Previous Work: Continuing process. Each of the Methods/Tasks described below were completed in FY
2019-2020.
Products: Miscellaneous reports, correspondence and documentation, coordinate activities between
Caltrans, Tribal Governments, local agencies, and ICLTC. Maintain records and minutes of ICLTC meetings
and document Tribal government-to-government relations.
Methods/Tasks (for FY 2020/2021):
1. Prepare reports, agendas, correspondence, and documentation.
2. Attend RTPA meetings in person or via teleconference as scheduled and meet with representatives of
Caltrans and other agencies.
3. Perform liaison duties between ICLTC, Caltrans, and other local agencies.
4. Maintain records of ICLTC activities.
5. Ensure that planning processes and products comply with the provisions of Title VI of the 1964 Civil
Rights Acts and the President’s Executive Order on Environmental Justice.
6. Coordinate, consult, and collaborate with the five Tribal Governments.
7. Comply with MAP-21 / FAST Act and monitor the State of California implementation of the Federal
Transportation Reauthorization.
8. Encourage public participation and awareness of regional transportation planning issues through such
activities as:






Advertising monthly and special meetings
Encouraging public meetings with Caltrans, local agencies, Tribal Governments, and the general
public.
Conducting public outreach through brochures and advertising.
Expand public outreach by the development and update of a mailing list of agencies and interested
parties.
Improve public outreach by maintaining and expanding the list of email addresses of agencies and
interested parties.
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Maintain and update the ICLTC website (www.inyoltc.org).

9. Maintain records of all Tribal Government consultation and outreach.
10. Provide public interaction through answering LTC main phone number.
11. In FY20-21 explore the possibility of streaming the LTC Meetings live using existing technology and
infrastructure in the Inyo County Board Room and the Bishop City Council Chambers.
12. Overhead costs of LTC; 1/3 of County Cost Plan, Liability Insurance & Workers Comp
13. Archive meetings and transcribe minutes.
14. In FY20-21 further integration between existing inyoltc.org website and new inyocounty.us website.
The preliminary concept was to replace the inyoltc.org with the new LTC section on the inyocounty.us
website.
Work Element 100.1 Delivery Timetable
Task
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14

Description

Funds

7/1/20 to
9/30/20

10/1/20 to
12/31/20

1/1/21 to
3/31/21

4/1/21 to
6/30/21

Reports/Agenda/Correspondence
RTPA Meetings
Liaison duties
Maintain records
Civil Rights & Environmental Justice
Tribal Govt. Consultation
MAP-21 / FAST Act compliance
Public Participation
Tribal Government records
LTC Phone – Public Interaction
Live Stream LTC Meetings
ICLTC Overhead Costs

RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Transcribe Meetings & Minutes

RPA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Inyoltc.org

RPA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Funding Sources:
Rural Planning Assistance Fund:

$ 89,000
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WORK ELEMENT 110.1
Title: Overall Work Program (OWP)
Purpose: To prepare and monitor the implementation of the OWP, a scope of work for the expenditure of
Rural Planning Assistance funds.
Previous Work: Development of the FY 2020-2021 OWP, implementation of 2019/2020 Overall Work
Program, including quarterly reports, and submittal of the final report for FY 2018-2019.
Products (for FY 2020/2021): Quarterly and Final Reports, Amendments, Overall Work Program Agreement,
correspondence and documentation, development of the 2021/2022 Overall Work Program.
Methods/Tasks (for FY 2020/2021):
1. Monitor implementation of FY 2020/2021 Overall Work Program.
2. Prepare amendments to incorporate changes or adjustments during fiscal year.
3. Prepare and process Overall Work Program Agreement.
4. Prepare Draft and Final Overall Work Program for FY 2021/2022. Coordinate review and approval by
Caltrans and ICLTC and incorporate review comments, as appropriate. (See task #10 below)
5. Prepare OWP Quarterly Reports and present to the ICLTC.
6. Prepare 2019-2020 OWP Final Report and present to the ICLTC.
7. Prepare invoices and financial records.
8. Maintain records and documentation.
9. Seek public comment, input, and participation for tasks identified in the OWP.
10. Conduct a full review of the OWP as prepared by LTC staff and reconcile the document with examples
of simplified plans with the potential to add clarity and accountability.
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Work Element 110.1 Delivery Timetable
Task
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Description
Monitor implementation of FY 20-21
OWP
Prepare amendments
Prepare OWPA
Prepare FY 21-22 OWP
Quarterly reports
Prepare Final Report for FY 19-20
OWP
Prepare invoices and financial records
Maintain records
Seek input for tasks in OWP
Review ICLTC OWP

Funds

7/1/20 to
9/30/20

10/1/20 to
12/31/20

1/1/21 to
3/31/21

4/1/21 to
6/30/21

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA

As needed
-Yes
Yes

As needed
-Yes
Yes

As needed
-Yes
Yes

As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

--

--

--

RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

RPA

Funding Sources:
Rural Planning Assistance Funds:

$ 26,000
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WORK ELEMENT 200.1
Title: Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP)
Purpose: To provide SB 45 oversight of State and local agency projects. This work element addresses the
programming of federal and state funds available for surface transportation and the delivery of state and
local highway projects programmed with Regional Improvement Program funds in the State Transportation
Improvement Program (STIP). In addition, provide required planning for future projects to be included in
subsequent STIPs.
Previous Work: Implementation of the 2016 and 2018 STIP, development of the 2020 RTIP, continuous
monitoring of local agency projects, and coordination with District 9 on future programming on the State
Highway.
Products (for FY 2020/2021): Miscellaneous reports, correspondence and documentation associated with
the implementation of the 2020 STIP. Preliminary development of the 2022 RTIP/STIP.
Methods/Tasks (for FY 2020/2021):
1. Monitor progress and programming of State highway projects in current and future STIP cycles in
accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding between the State of California, Department of
Transportation and the Inyo County Local Transportation Commission, in accordance with MOU’s with
Caltrans and MOU’s with neighboring agencies.
2. Monitor progress and programming of local agency projects in current and future STIP cycles. This task
does not include project management.
3. Meetings with the Inyo County Local Transportation Commission, Caltrans and/or committees in regard
to planning future projects for STIP inclusion.
4. Preliminary development of the 2022 Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP).
5. Attend California Transportation Commission meetings as necessary.
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Work Element 200.1 Delivery Timetable
Task
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Description
Monitor State projects
Monitor local projects
Collaborative meetings
RTIP Development
Attend CTC meetings

Funds

7/1/20 to
9/30/20

10/1/20 to
12/31/20

1/1/21 to
3/31/21

4/1/21 to
6/30/21

RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA

Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed

Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed

Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed

Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed

Funding Source:
Rural Planning Assistance Funds (RPA):

$ 5,000
Total: $ 5,000
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WORK ELEMENT 300.1
Title: Administer Transit
Purpose: The Transportation Development Act (TDA) provides for the allotment of funds to public
transportation entities. The ICLTC is responsible for the administration of the Transportation Development
Act in Inyo County. Section 99233.1 of the Act allows a Regional Transportation Planning Agency to
program such funds as are necessary to administer the Act.
Previous Work: On-going annual administration of the TDA. Each of the Methods/Tasks described in this
work element were completed in FY 2019-2020. This included the completion of a Financial Audit and a
triennial performance audit of the ICLTC and ESAAA.
Products: Each of the Methods/Tasks described below have specific products and will be completed in the
upcoming fiscal year.
Methods/Tasks (for FY 2020/2021):
1. Receive claims for State Transit Assistance (STA) and Local Transportation Funds (LTF).
2. Conduct the unmet transit needs findings process and coordinate the development of services that
meet the unmet transit needs.
3. Appropriate TDA funds for administration, planning, pedestrian and bicycle facilities, transit service
operations and local streets and roads, when appropriate.
4. Review transit operations annually or as needed and make recommendations for adjustments in
service, in accordance with TDA requirements.
5. Meet and confer with the Social Services Transportation Advisory Council in conformance with TDA
Guidelines.
6. Ensure completion of all TDA financial and performance audits for the ICLTC, ESTA, and ESAAA.
7. Implement recommendations set forth in the triennial performance audit of the ICLTC.
8. Administer the Transportation Development Act.
9. Maintain financial records of expenditures and allocations of Transportation Development Act funds.
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10. Indirect Overhead costs of LTC; 1/3 of County Cost Plan, Liability Insurance & Workers Comp
11. Allocate funding for transit grant programs such as the LCTOP and the Senate Bill 1 State of Good
Repair Program.
12. Complete semi-annual and final reports for the Cal OES transit security grants, Low Carbon Transit
Operations Program (LCTOP) and PTMISEA projects.
13. Provide public interaction through answering LTC main phone number and staffing a public office.
Funding Sources:
Local Transportation Fund:

$59,579

Work Element 300.1 Delivery Timetable
Task No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Description

Funds

7/1/20 to
9/30/20

10/1/19 to
12/31/19

1/1/20 to
3/31/20

4/1/20 to
6/30/20

Receive claims

LTF

--

--

--

Yes

Unmet transit needs

LTF

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

TDA fund appropriation

LTF

As needed

As needed

Yes

Yes

Transit Review

LTF

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Meet and Confer with SSTAC

LTF

As needed

As needed

Yes

As needed

Financial Audits

LTF

Yes

Yes

Yes

--

Implement Triennial Audit

LTF

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Administer TDA

LTF

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

TDA Record Keeping

LTF

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Indirect LTC Costs

LTF

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Allocate for transit grants

LTF

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Complete PTMISEA, LCTOP and TSGP
transit grant reports
Office Staff

LTF

As needed

As needed

As needed

As needed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

LTF
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WORK ELEMENT 310.1
Title: Coordinate Transit Services
Purpose: While the opportunities for coordination of transit services are limited, the coordination of the
services that are available will still enhance their effectiveness. Any coordination of transit services will
include the evaluation of services necessary to address the needs of traditionally underrepresented
populations such as the elderly, disabled, low-income, and minority (i.e. Black, Hispanic, Asian American,
American Indian/Alaskan Native, and Pacific Islander) communities/groups and Tribal Governments. The
purpose of this element will be to continue to evaluate the services that are available, continue to
determine where coordination of services may occur, and revise, as necessary, the role of the ICLTC in
coordinating or monitoring those services. Maximize Federal and State sources that may be available to
improve the transportation system in Inyo County.
Previous Work: Implementation of the Coordinated Public Transit – Human Services Transportation Plan
for Inyo and Mono Counties. Implement recommendations from the Roles and Responsibilities Study
examining the relationship between the governing boards of ESTA, the Mono LTC, and the ICLTC.
Coordinated with ESTA to apply for, monitor, and report on Public Transportation Modernization,
Improvement, and Service Enhancement Account and Office of Homeland Security grant programs.
Coordinate with ESTA, ESAAA, and IMAH and make findings with regard to various FTA transit grant
applications. Ensure review of the Draft Short Range Transit Plan.
Products: Continued participation in tasks described below. Identify new opportunities to coordinate
transit services as necessary.
Methods/Tasks (for FY 2020/2021):
1. Maintain inventory of current transit providers and the scope of their services.
2. Consult with transit providers to verify services that are being coordinated.
3. Evaluate and recommend adjustments in services of existing transit providers to meet existing
transportation needs.
4. Present transit-related findings to the ICLTC.
5. Evaluate Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) technology for coordinating and monitoring
current transit services.
6. Monitor and evaluate the interregional transit service.
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7. Work with ESTA to pursue the procurement of long-term funding to ensure the continuation of
interregional transit service.
8. Participate with Kern COG and Mono County to establish a comprehensive interregional transit
service for the Eastern Sierra corridor.
9. For Federal Transit Administration grants, ensure that the grant applications are consistent with,
and derived from the Coordinated Public Transit- Human Services Transportation Plan for InyoMono Counties.
10. Refer to the Coordinated Public Transit - – Human Services Transportation Plan for Inyo and Mono
Counties as a reference in allocating TDA funds. (This task is only eligible to receive TDA funds)
11. Assist ESTA with planning-related activities related to the update of ESTA’s Short-Range Transit
Plan.
12. Coordinate and consult with the five Tribal Governments.
13. Conduct outreach efforts to traditionally underrepresented and underserved populations such as
the elderly, disabled, low-income, and minority (i.e. Black, Hispanic, Asian American, American
Indian/Alaskan Native, and Pacific Islander) communities/groups and community leaders.
14. Encourage local transit providers to submit applications for Federal Transit Administration grant
programs (Sections 5304, 5310, 5311, and 5339) and coordinate with Caltrans in the review and
submittal of these grant proposals.
15. Implement planning related recommendations set forth in the Roles and Responsibilities Study that
evaluated the relationship between the ICLTC and ESTA in service planning.
16. Transfer the administration of state transit grants (LCTOP, PTMISEA, etc.) to ESTA.
17. Provide public interaction through answering LTC main phone number and staffing a public office.
18. Study transit strategy & options for recreational trailheads.
19. Support transition to alternative fuel transit vehicles and re-fueling infrastructure.
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Work Element 310.1 Delivery Timetable
Task
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Description
Inventory transit providers
Verify transit services
Adjust services as needed
Present finding to ICLTC
Evaluate ITS
Monitor Inter-regional
Long term funding for inter-regional
Interregional transit - coordinate w/ Kern &
Mono Counties
Coordinated Transit Plan Consistency
Refer to Coordinated Transit Plan
Planning related to Short Range Transit Plan
update
Coordinate and consult
Outreach to under-represented
Encourage transit providers
Implement Roles and Responsibilities
Transfer grant administration to ESTA
Staff Office
Transit Strategy for Recreation
Alternative Fuel Transit Vehicles and
Infrastructure

Funding Sources:
Local Transportation Funds

Funds

7/1/20 to
9/30/20
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes

10/1/20 to
12/31/20
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes

1/1/21 to
3/31/21
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes

4/1/21 to
6/30/21
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes

As needed

As needed

As needed

As needed

LTF
LTF
LTF

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

LTF
LTF
LTF
LTF
LTF
LTF
LTF
LTF

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes

As needed

As needed

As needed

As needed

LTF
LTF
LTF
LTF
LTF
LTF
LTF
LTF

$ 10,000
Total = $ 10,000
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WORK ELEMENT 400.1
Title:

400.1 - Project Development & Monitoring

Purpose: With Inyo County, City of Bishop, and Caltrans; Implement goals set in the RTP. Reprioritize
identified projects as appropriate. Assist with the visioning of local projects, including the review and
preparation of planning documents. Prepare RTIP & ITIP funding requests, STIP amendments, and other
CTC documents. In conjunction with Caltrans, monitor the progress of State projects on US 395 and other
state roads as well as develop grant applications to win funding for prioritized projects.
Previous Work (from FY 2019/2020): A) Attended training for Cycle 5 Active Transportation Program. B)
Submitted for LRSP grant to facilitate HSIP grant applications. C) Attended an LRSP training. D) Coordinated
with Caltrans in planning of three future sidewalk and road projects in Lone Pine. E) Attended Lone Pine
Visioning meeting. F) Continued to monitor and develop local road projects. G) Provided continuing input
on the Olancha-Cartago Four Lane Expressway project and proposed relinquishment of Caltrans Rights of
Way. H) Engaged County and City on future PSR needs.
Products: Submit requests for funding. Apply for grants as available and through coordination and outreach
identify potential new projects for inclusion in the next RTP.
Methods/Tasks (for FY 2020/2021):
1. Remain involved in the development and the allocation of funds for transportation planningspecific programs included in various funding programs such as: MAP-21 / FAST Act; Senate Bill 1,
Road Repair and Accountability Act of 2017, Active Transportation Program, Sustainable
Communities, Highway Safety Improvement Program.
2. Assist with planning, CEQA and/or NEPA review of local projects and Caltrans projects to ensure
consistency and compliance with regional planning documents. This task will not involve any sitespecific environmental survey.
3. Ensure that safety and security are considered in the planning and selection of alternatives for
proposed local and Caltrans projects.
4. Coordinate Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System (SWITRS) and other collision databases
from local law enforcement agencies (CHP, Inyo County Sheriff, and Bishop Police) to identify,
prioritize and incorporate safety considerations into the planning of transportation projects.
5. Review data from local law enforcement and resource management agencies to identify, prioritize
and incorporate measures into planning for transportation projects involving wildlife movement
and related traffic safety.
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6. Participate and sponsor planning activities related to access and circulation at the Bishop Airport.
7. Participate in public meetings and transportation studies to identify appropriate local projects to
address local and regional transportation problems.
8. The ICLTC shall use performance measures in the evaluation and selection of future planning
projects.
9. Coordinate and consult with the five Tribal Governments.
10. Review the Pedestrian Facilities Inventory of County, City, and Tribal Government roadways and
pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act. Prioritize projects and search for appropriate
funding.
11. Update the County and City-wide Active Transportation Plan if necessary. Continue to identify
potential bicycle and pedestrian projects.
12. Coordinate with Caltrans, California Highway Patrol, and Inyo County Sheriff to focus on safety in
public outreach and paying special notice to fatal and severe injury collisions.
13. Develop plan to utilize the Caltrans Local Assistance awarded Local Road Safety Plan (LRSP) Grant
and provide 10% matching funds for grant ($72,000 plus $8,000 match). This grant will allow a
planning process to identify safety projects, road improvements and contribute to the
development and validation of additions to the RTP, ATP, HSIP, RTIP, ITIP & SHOPP proposals .
Grant and match may extend over two fiscal years.
14. Participate in Caltrans “Lone Pine Visioning Committee”
Work Element 400.1 Funding Sources:
Rural Planning Assistance fund

$47,000
Total $47,000
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Task
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Description

Work Element 400.1 Delivery Timetable
7/1/20 to
10/1/20 to
Funds

Pursue grant funds
Assist with environmental review
Safety and security
Law enforcement safety
Law enforcement data
Access to airport
Address problems
Performance measures
Coordinate and Consult
Pedestrian Facilities Inventory
Update Active Transportation Plan
Safety Public Outreach
LRSP Grant Development
Lone Pine Visioning Plan

RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
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9/30/20
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes

12/31/20
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes

1/1/21 to
3/31/21
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes

4/1/21 to
6/30/21
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes

WORK ELEMENT 500.1
Title: Regional Transportation Plan(RTP) - Coordination & Regional Planning
Purpose: To develop the overall Regional Transportation Plan and provide oversight, coordination and
community engagement in regional planning and transportation issues. Inyo County is geographical diverse
and serves as a strategic corridor. Significant aligned and competing interests via for transportation
funding. ICLTC strives within this work element to identify stakeholders and engage in a cooperative
process to ensure that the RTP best represents the interest of the population and constituency of Inyo
County.
Previous Work: a) Development of the Inyo County Regional Transportation Plan 2019. b) Monitoring
issues addressed by the Rural Counties Task Force. c) Attended and participated in Eastern California
Transportation Planning Partnership meetings, conference calls & discussions. d) Regular maintenance of
the ICLTC website at www.inyoltc.org.
Products: Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), Tri-County MOU Extension, AB-628 Implementation, ReVitalize Communication with Tribal Governments,
Methods/Tasks (for 2020/2021 FY):
1. Develop a plan for the 2023 RTP development.
2. Participate and coordinate in activities between Caltrans, ICLTC, and the Eastern California
Transportation Planning Partnership.
3. Ensure public participation in regional planning processes by encouraging public meetings at planning
stage, with emphasis on involvement of Caltrans, local agencies, the traditionally under-represented,
and Tribal Governments.
4. Community Engagement - Through outreach, public meetings, web surveys, and internal process
ensure that transportation planning projects address the needs and issues of all constituents, whether
urban, rural, traditional vehicles, human powered, electric vehicles or other.
5. Require coordination of transportation planning with other planning efforts such as land use planning,
CEQA/NEPA review, air quality planning, watershed management, etc
6. Participate in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) trainings as offered for qualified County, State ,
Federal and other agencies or organizations.
7. Participate and coordinate with the Rural Counties Task Force (RCTF).
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8. Continue to develop criteria, policies and guidelines addressing prioritization and selection of regional
transportation projects.
9. Coordinate and consult with all five Federally recognized Tribal Governments in Inyo County to
participate in individual consultation forums to affect compliance with Title 23, United States Code
(U.S.C.), Chapter 1, Sections 134(h)(3)(B), 134(i)(5), and 101(a)(23); MAP-21 / FAST Act, Subsection
5303(i)(2)(B), Section 6001, Subsection 134(i)(2)(B), and 6002.
10. Implement ITS traffic circulation recommendations that develop out of community planning efforts.
11. Coordinate with Tribal Governments to consider submittals of County and City roads, routes and
bridges for grant funding as part of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Indian Reservation Roads inventory
system.
12. Coordinate with Tribal Governments to apply for Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) grant funding for County
and City roads that provide direct access to Indian Reservations.
13. Evaluate the combined use of specific local streets and roads by regular vehicular traffic and off
highway vehicles as per Assembly Bill 628 and Senate Bill 1354. These bills established a pilot program
specific to Inyo County where certain non-street legal vehicles are allowed to operate on County
maintained roadways and to cross the State Highway in several locations. Monitor issues related to the
designation of combined use roads and seek public feedback. This task was initiated in FY 2012-2013
and will be carried over into FY 2020-2021. The pilot program was extended and will sunset in January
of 2025 unless the California Legislature extends the program or makes the current pilot program into
permanent California law.
14. Review and present options to the ICLTC on updating the 2015 ATP
15. Participate as a technical advisory committee member for Caltrans District 9 ITS Study
16. Implement the 2019 Regional Transportation Plan
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Task
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Description

Work Element 500.1 Delivery Timetable
7/1/20 to
10/1/20 to
Funds

Regional Transportation Plan
ECTPP participation
Encourage public meetings
Project equity
Interdisciplinary coordination
ITS deployment plan
RCTF participation
Project selection
Ensure Tribal participation
ITS recommendations
County/City roads for BIA funds
Coordinate for BIA funding
AB 628 monitor and review
Review 2015 ATP
Technical Advisory Caltrans ITS
Implement 2019 RTP

RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA

9/30/20
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes

Funding Source:
Rural Planning Assistance (RPA) Fund
Total =
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12/31/20
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes

$44,000
$44,000

1/1/21 to
3/31/21
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes

4/1/21 to
6/30/21
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes

WORK ELEMENT 600.1
Title: PMP/GIS
Purpose: To ensure optimum use of State and Federal funds allocated for construction and maintenance on
local roads. Manage and develop a comprehensive Pavement Management Program (PMP). The PMP will
assess the current operational condition of the local road system, identify maintenance or rehabilitation
work required to meet the current needs, and develop management strategies using life cycle cost analyses
for proposed maintenance and rehabilitation activities. The PMP will utilize best management practices,
make optimum use of construction and maintenance funds for local roads and meet Federal and State
requirements for pavement management. The PMP, in conjunction with traffic counting and roadway
analysis, creates the base data that is used to develop capital improvement program identified in the RTP.
This core data is also important in assessing the performance outcomes and goals identified in the RTP. The
data serves as a baseline for future transportation planning on City and County roads.
In order to provide for easy identification of current projects that are being funded with State and Federal
funds and to identify the network of roads within the City and County, assist with the development of a
countywide Geographic Information System (GIS). The information in this work element is fundamental to
the development of the RTIP.
Previous Work: FY19-20 saw the decision to bring the PMP in-house. Staff attended trainings, developed a
new capital improvement plan and surveyed approximately 1/3 of the road network. Staff began cross
training and integrating fieldwork data collection in the PMP/GIS system. We also purchased new software.
Products: Pavement Management Annual Update, Capital Improvement Plan
Methods/Tasks (for FY 2020/2021):
1. Development and update of a Pavement Management Plan for the County of Inyo. The Pavement
Management Plan informs the Action Element of the RTP and the development of future RTIPs. This
task includes:






Update the assessment of County and City roads.
Develop priorities and weighted criteria for use in determining overall condition ratings and priority
rankings.
Evaluate traffic classifications, street designations, materials and standards.
Develop procedures, standards and impact fees to protect the public investment in streets.
Develop a computerized 3-year pavement management plan and capital improvement plan.

2. Develop Capital Improvement Plan for County roads using most cost-effective rehabilitation strategies.
3. Use ArcView or ArcMap to develop countywide GIS database that will identify and characterize current
projects; and characterize County and City roads for general planning and management purposes.
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4. Utilize GIS to develop assessment tools for evaluating safety of transportation system, CEQA/NEPA
analysis and regional transportation issues.
5. Work with Caltrans to integrate regional GIS data.
6. Develop a plan to collect GPS data on local streets and roads to incorporate into GIS applications. This
will include taking centerline GPS readings of the entire Inyo County Maintained Mileage System.

Funding Source:
Rural Planning Assistance:

$ 19,000
$ 19,000

Total =

Work Element 600.1 Delivery Timetable
Task
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Funds

Description
Update PMP for CIP, RTP & RTIP development
Improvement plan for road work
Countywide GIS
GIS as assessment tool
Integrate GIS data
GPS Data Collection

RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
RPA
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7/1/20 to
9/30/20
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

10/1/20 to
12/31/20
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

1/1/21 to
3/31/21
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

4/1/21 to
6/30/21
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

WORK ELEMENT 700.1
Title: Planning, Programming, and Monitoring
Purpose: The purpose of this work element is to plan and administer state transportation planning funds
and improvement programs associated with statewide transportation planning. This includes participation
with Caltrans and the California Transportation Commission funding programs and opportunities. These
duties are funded by exclusively PPM funds. A majority of the tasks described here are the same as those in
Work Elements 200.1, 400.1, 500.1 and 600.1 Generally the goal is:

















Development and implementation of the Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP)
RTIP and State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) amendments as needed
Preparation and review of allocation, extension, and amendment requests from project sponsors
Assist project sponsors in filing required paperwork to Caltrans and California Transportation
Commission (CTC)
Monitoring the progress of state and federally-funded projects, including project delivery, timely
use of funds, and compliance with State law and CTC Guidelines
Coordination with Caltrans on state highway projects, including PIDs
Process/monitor state and federal funding programs
Prepare state and federally-mandated reports, including DBE reports, obligation reports, Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP), bicycle planning, coordinated human services plan
Meetings with CTC and Caltrans, including Regional Transportation Planning Agency (RTPA) group,
STIP workshops, Local Assistance trainings
RTP development,
MAP-21 / FAST Act implementation
Data collection for Performance Measures and the RTP.

Previous Work: Development of the 2020 RTIP and implementation of the 2018 STIP. Continuous
monitoring of local agency projects and coordination with District 9 on future programming on the State
Highways. Apply for Active Transportation Program grant funds and Federal Lands Access Program grant.
Provide input on the Olancha-Cartago Four Lane Expressway project. Conduct traffic counts to monitor
transportation system and purchase of new video traffic count set. Implementation of goals, policies, and
objectives set forth in the RTP. Continue to monitor combined use routes established pursuant to Assembly
Bill 628 and Senate Bill 1354. Update surveying data collection capabilities.
Methods/Tasks (for FY 2020/2021):
1. Monitor progress and programming of State highway projects in current and future STIP cycles in
accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding between the State of California, Department of
Transportation and the Inyo County Local Transportation Commission, in accordance with MOU’s with
Caltrans and MOU’s with neighboring agencies.
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2. Monitor progress and programming of local agency projects in current and future STIP cycles. This task
does not include project management.
3. Meetings with the Inyo County Local Transportation Commission, Caltrans and/or committees in regard
to planning future projects for STIP inclusion.
4. Preliminary development of the 2022 Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP).
5. Attend California Transportation Commission meetings as necessary.
6. Complete non project specific tasks related to the implementation of the 2018 STIP.
7. Monitor and assist with planning pursuant to continued progress of local projects and State highway
projects.
8. Provide planning assistance involving identification and development of local grant projects.
9. Remain involved in the development and the allocation of funds for transportation and planning
programs included in MAP-21 / FAST Act such as the Active Transportation Program, Sustainable
Communities, etc.
10. Assist with planning, CEQA and/or NEPA review of local projects and Caltrans projects to ensure
consistency and compliance with regional planning documents. This task will not involve any sitespecific environmental survey.
11. Facilitate adequate public involvement and participation in the planning of local and State projects.
12. Ensure that safety and security are considered in the planning and selection of alternatives for
proposed local and Caltrans projects.
13. Coordinate Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System (SWITRS) and other collision databases from
local law enforcement agencies (CHP, Inyo County Sheriff, and Bishop Police) to identify, prioritize and
incorporate safety considerations into the planning of transportation projects.
14. Review data from local law enforcement and resource management agencies to identify, prioritize and
incorporate measures into planning for transportation projects involving wildlife movement and
related traffic safety.
15. Participate and sponsor planning activities related to access and circulation at the Bishop Airport.
16. Participate in public meetings and transportation studies to identify appropriate local projects to
address local and regional transportation problems.
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17. Ensure access-management issues are included with all project review on local streets and roads and
the state highway system.
18. The ICLTC shall use performance measures in the evaluation and selection of future projects.
19. Maintain a system-wide Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBE) program.
This task is not for specific projects. It is for the overall DBE program.
20. Coordinate and consult with the five Tribal Governments.
21. For local land division projects, address dedication for right-of-way (ROW) needs and perfection of
ROW title for State and local roadways.
22. Hire a consultant to complete grant applications for a variety of programs such as the Active
Transportation Program and the Highway Safety Improvement Program.
23. Review the Pedestrian Facilities Inventory of County, City, and Tribal Government roadways and
pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act. Prioritize projects and search for appropriate funding.
24. Update the County and City-wide Active Transportation Plan if necessary. Continue to identify potential
bicycle and pedestrian projects. An Active Transportation Plan was completed in FY 2015-2016.
25. Work with the Inyo National Forest and Bureau of Land Management to obtain permanent easements
and/or perfect right of way for County maintained roads. This task includes NEPA compliance. The
County applied for a State Parks Grant to complete this project. A consultant has been retained to
complete this project. The project scope spans three fiscal years from December 27, 2017 (Requires
$149,000 match that will be split over multiple years.)
26. Coordinate with Caltrans, California Highway Patrol, and Inyo County Sheriff to focus on safety in public
outreach and paying special notice to fatal and severe injury collisions.
27. Develop Project Study Reports (PSRs) or PSR Equivalents.
28. Attend trainings to develop local agency staff’s ability to deliver Federal Aid and other types of
transportation projects (Federal Aid training, Resident Engineers Academy and other similar trainings)
29. Participate and coordinate in activities between Caltrans, ICLTC, and the Eastern California
Transportation Planning Partnership.
30. Coordinate with Caltrans on transportation planning activities such as:
 Olancha/Cartago 4-lane project
 System Level Planning Documents (Corridor Management Plans)
 Project specific public involvement activities
 Truck traffic on Bishop Main Street
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West Line Street improvements
Eastern Sierra Corridor Freight Study
Caltrans District 9 Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) Master Plan
Bishop Paiute Tribal Transportation Planning Project
Olancha-Cartago Sustainable Corridor Study
Caltrans District 9 Origination and Destination Study
Lone Pine Ad-Hoc Committee

31. Ensure public participation in regional planning processes by encouraging public meetings at planning
stage, with emphasis on involvement of Caltrans, local agencies, the traditionally under-represented,
and Tribal Governments.
32. Ensure that planning and transportation operations address the needs and issues of all constituents.
33. Require coordination of transportation planning with other planning efforts such as land use planning,
CEQA/NEPA review, air quality planning, watershed management, etc.
34. Participate in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) trainings
35. Participate and coordinate with the Rural Counties Task Force (RCTF).
36. Continue to develop criteria, policies and guidelines addressing prioritization and selection of regional
transportation projects.
37. Coordinate and consult with all five Federally recognized Tribal Governments in Inyo County to
participate in individual consultation forums to affect compliance with Title 23, United States Code
(U.S.C.), Chapter 1, Sections 134(h)(3)(B), 134(i)(5), and 101(a)(23); MAP-21 / FAST Act, Subsection
5303(i)(2)(B), Section 6001, Subsection 134(i)(2)(B), and 6002.
38. Implement ITS traffic circulation recommendations that develop out of community planning efforts.
39. Coordinate with Tribal Governments to consider submittals of County and City roads, routes and
bridges for grant funding as part of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Indian Reservation Roads inventory
system.
40. Coordinate with Tribal Governments to apply for Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) grant funding for County
and City roads that provide direct access to Indian Reservations.
41. Implement planning-related proposals included in the Eastern Sierra Corridor Enhancement Plan for US
395 if feasible.
42. Evaluate and implement the combined use of specific local streets and roads by regular vehicular traffic
and off highway vehicles as per Assembly Bill 628. Monitor the designation of combined use roads. This
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task was initiated in FY 2012-2013 and will be carried over into FY 2024-2025. The pilot program will
sunset in January of 2025 unless the California Legislature extends the program or makes the current
pilot program into permanent California law.
43. Development of the US 395 Olancha-Cartago Sustainable Corridor Plan grant. This includes a hard
match in the amount of $10,000 and an in kind match of staff time. This grant was initiated in FY 20172018 and is estimated to be completed in FY 2019-2020.
44. Development and update of a Pavement Management System for the County of Inyo as follows:
 Update the assessment of County and City roads.
 Develop priorities and weighted criteria for use in determining overall condition ratings and priority
rankings.
 Evaluate traffic classifications, street designations, materials and standards.
 Develop procedures, standards and impact fees to protect the public investment in streets.
 Develop a computerized 3-year pavement management plan and capital improvement plan.
45. Update the City and County Pavement Management Plan, with 1/3 of the system being updated each
year.
46. Develop Capital Improvement Plan for County roads using most cost-effective rehabilitation strategies.
47. Use ArcView or ArcMap to develop countywide GIS database that will identify and characterize current
projects; and characterize County and City roads for general planning and management purposes. This
task includes GIS-related trainings for City and County staff.
48. Utilize GIS to develop assessment tools for evaluating safety of transportation system, CEQA/NEPA
analysis and regional transportation issues.
49. Work with Caltrans to integrate regional GIS data.
50. Collect GPS data on local streets and roads to incorporate into GIS applications. This includes taking
centerline GPS readings of the entire Inyo County Maintained Mileage System.
51. Purchase video or stop-motion traffic counters to assist with monitoring road use, use trends, and to
differentiate between vehicle types (cars, trucks, motorcycles, bicycles, non-street legal vehicles, and
pedestrians).
52. As needed, purchase updated Trimble surveying software and new data collector to facilitate road GIS
mapping, data collection and pavement management
53. Pay for training as needed to use existing engineering staff to collect GIS, pavement data and other
data with new data collector and software.
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54. Indirect Overhead costs of LTC; 1/3 of County Cost Plan, Liability Insurance & Workers Comp
55. Provide public interaction through answering LTC main phone number and staffing a public office.

Funding Source:
Planning, Programming and Monitoring Fund Carryover (FY18-19):
Total =
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$ 100,000
$ 100,000

Work Element 700.1 Delivery Timetable
Task No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Shared WE
200.1
200.1
200.1
200.1
200.1
200.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
400.1
500.1
500.1
500.1
500.1
500.1
500.1
500.1
500.1
500.1
500.1

Description
Monitor State projects
Monitor local projects
Collaborative meetings
RTIP Development
Attend CTC meetings
Implement STIP
Monitor and assist project
Plan and develop grants
Pursue grant funds
Assist with environmental review
Public involvement
Safety and security
Law enforcement safety
Law enforcement data
Access to airport
Address problems
Access management
Performance measures
Maintain DBE
Coordinate and Consult
Development Review
Complete grant applications
Pedestrian Facilities Inventory
Update Active Transportation Plan
Obtain permanent easements
Safety Public Outreach
Develop PSRs
Staff development
ECTPP participation
Coordinate with Caltrans District 9
Encourage public meetings
Project equity
Interdisciplinary coordination
ITS deployment plan
RCTF participation
Project selection
Ensure public participation
ITS recommendations

Funds
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM

7/1 to 9/30
Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed
Ongoing
Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes

PPM

As needed

10/1 to 12/31
Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed
Ongoing
Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed

As needed

As needed
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500.1

County/City roads for BIA funds

PPM

As needed

As needed

As needed

As needed

40
41
42
43
44

500.1
500.1
500.1
500.1
600.1

Coordinate for BIA funding
Implement Corridor Enhancement planning
AB 628 monitor and review
North Sierra Highways Corridor
Implement pavement management program

PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM

As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes

As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes

As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes

As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes

PPM

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

45
46
47

600.1
600.1
600.1

Update pavement management program
Capital Improvement plan for road work
Countywide GIS

PPM
PPM

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

48
49
50
51
52

600.1
600.1
600.1
600.1
600.1

GIS as assessment tool
Integrate GIS data
GPS Data Collection
Purchase traffic counters (stop-motion & video)
Upgrade software and Data Collector

PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM
PPM

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

53

600.1

Training for Staff

PPM

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

54

100.1/ 300.1

ICLTC County Cost Plan

PPM

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

55

100.1/ 300.1

Staff Office

PPM

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

PPM
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1/1 to 3/31
Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed
Ongoing
Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes

4/1 to 6/30
Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed
Ongoing
Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes
As needed
Yes
Yes
As needed
As needed
As needed
Yes

INYO COUNTY LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
2020/2021 OWP FUNDING SOURCE AND EXPENDITURE SUMMARY
WORK ELEMENT

Number
100.1
110.1
200.1

FUNDING SOURCE

Description

RPA

LTF

TOTAL
PPM

300.1

Compliance and Oversight
Overall Work Program
Regional Transportation
Improvement Program
Administer Transit

$89,000
$26,000

$89,000
$26,000

$5,000

$5,000

310.1

Coordinate Transit Services

400.1

Project Development &
Monitoring

$47,000

$47,000

500.1

Coordination & Regional
Planning

$44,000

$44,000

600.1

PMP/GIS

$19,000

$19,000

700.1

Planning, Programming, &
Monitoring
TOTALS

$230,000*

$59,579

$59,579

$10,000

$10,000

$69,579

$100,000

$100,000

$100,0001

$399,579

*Due to the COVID-19 shutdown and routine fiscal year end cross-over the ICLTC anticipates a carryover of FY19-20 RPA funds of approx. $20,000 to $50,000 in addition to the $230,000.

1

This will involve the expenditure of PPM funds programmed in FY 2018-2019, 2019-2020 and 2020-2021.
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Appendix A
INYO COUNTY LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

INYO COUNTY LOCAL
TRANSPORTATION
COMMISSION

INYO COUNTY
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS &
BISHOP CITY COUNCIL
Appoints

CALTRANS

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

SOCIAL SERVICES
TRANSPORTATION
ADVISORY COUNCIL

PUBLIC
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Appendix B Acronyms and Abbreviations List

This list contains the majority of acronyms and abbreviations that appear or are expected to appear in
future versions of the Inyo County Local Transportation Commission Overall Work Program.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T
A

U V W X

Y Z

CMP: Congestion Management Plan

Back to top

CO: carbon monoxide

AADT: average annual daily traffic

CO2: carbon dioxide

AASHTO: American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials

COG: Council of Governments

AB: Assembly Bill

CTC: California Transportation Commission

ACM: Airport Certification Manual

CTP: California Transportation Plan

ADA: Americans with Disabilities Act

D

ADT: average daily traffic
APCD: Air Pollution Control District

B

Back to top

DBE: Disadvantaged Business Enterprise
DLAE: District Local Assistance Engineer

Back to top

DVNP: Death Valley National Park

BIA: Bureau of Indian Affairs

E

BLM: Bureau of Land Management
BMP: Best Management Practice

C

Back to top

EA: Environmental Assessment [NEPA}
EIR: Environmental Impact Report [CEQA]

Back to top

EIS: Environmental Impact Statement [NEPA]

CA: California

ESAAA: Eastern Sierra Area Agency on Aging

Cal OES: California Governor’s Office of
Emergency Services

ESTA: Eastern Sierra Transit Authority

Caltrans: California Department of
Transportation

F

CCR: California Code of Regulations

FAST Act: Fixing America’s Surface
Transportation Act (Federal Transportation
Reauthorization)

CDFW: California Department of Fish and
Wildlife

Back to top

FHWA: Federal Highway Administration

CEQA: California Environmental Quality Act

FLPMA: Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976

CFR: Code of Federal Regulations
CHP: California Highway Patrol
CHP: California Highway Patrol

FSTIP: Federal State Transportation
Improvement Program

CLUP: Comprehensive Land Use Plan (Airport)

FTA: Federal Transit Administration
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FTIP: Federal Transportation Improvement
Program

L

Back to top

FY: Fiscal Year

LAPM: Local Assistance Procedures Manual

G

LTC: Local Transportation Commission

LCTOP: Low Carbon Transit Operations Program

Back to top

LTF: Local Transportation Funds

GHG: greenhouse gas
GIS: Geographic Information Systems

M

GPS: Global Positioning System

H

MAP-21: Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st
Century Act (Federal Transportation
Reauthorization)

Back to top

MOU: Memorandum of Understanding

HCM: Highway Capacity Manual

MPO: Metropolitan Planning Organization

HOV: High-Occupancy Vehicle

I

Back to top

N

Back to top

Back to top

NEPA: National Environmental Policy Act

I: Interstate Highway System (as in I-15)

NHS: National Highway System

ICLTC: Inyo County Local Transportation
Commission

NOx: nitrogen oxide

IGR: Intergovernmental Review
IIP: Interregional Improvement Program

O

IMAH: Inyo Mono Agency for the Handicapped

OWP: Overall Work Program

ITIP: Interregional Transportation Improvement
Program

OWPA: Overall Work Program Agreement

ITS: Intelligent Transportation Systems

P

ITSP: Interregional Transportation Strategic Plan

J

Back to top

Back to top

PA&ED: Project Approval and Environmental
Document

Back to top

PDT: Project Development Team
PEA: Planning Emphasis Areas

JPA: Joint Powers Authority

PID: Project Initiation Document

K

PM10: particulate matter less than 10 microns
in diameter

Back to top

PM2.5: particulate matter less than 2.5 microns
in diameter

KP: kilometer post
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Appendix B Acronyms and Abbreviations List

PMP: Pavement Management Program

PPM: Planning, Programming, and Monitoring

T

PS&E: Plans, Specifications, and Estimates

Back to top

TAM’s: Transit Asset Management Plans

PS&E: Plans, Specifications, and Estimates

TCR: Transportation Concept Report

PTMISEA: Public Transportation Modernization,
Improvement, & Service Enhancement Program

TDA: Transportation Development Act
TSA: Transportation Security Administration

Q

Back to top

R

Back to top

U

Back to top

US: United States (US 395 or US 6)
USC: United States Code

RCTF: Rural Counties Task Force

USDA: United States Department of Agriculture

RIP: Regional Improvement Program
ROW: right-of-way

USDOT: United States Department of
Transportation

RPA: Rural Planning Assistance

USFS: United States Forest Service

RTIP: Regional Transportation Improvement
Program

USFWS: United States Fish and Wildlife Service

RTP: Regional Transportation Plan

V

RTPA: Regional Transportation Planning Agency

VMT: Vehicle Miles of Travel

RWQCB: Regional Water Quality Control Board

S

Back to top

Back to top

SB: Senate Bill
SHOPP: State Highway Operation and
Protection Program
SHS: State Highway System

W

Back to top

X

Back to top

Y

Back to top

Z

Back to top

SR: State Route
SSTAC: Social Services Transportation Advisory
Council
STA: State Transit Assistance
STIP: Statewide Transportation Improvement
Program
SWITRS: Statewide Integrated Traffic Records
System
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RESOLUTION No. 2020-04
INYO COUNTY LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
(Hereinafter referred to as the ICLTC)
A RESOLUTION APPROVING AND ADOPTING THE ICLTC OVERALL WORK PROGRAM
(Hereinafter referred to as the OWP)
FOR THE 2020/2021 FISCAL YEAR
WHEREAS, the ICLTC is the designated transportation planning agency for Inyo County pursuant
to Section 29535 of the Government Code and Action of the Secretary for Business, Transportation and Housing,
and as such, must prepare an annual OWP; and
WHEREAS, the OWP, and the process for its development, will be in compliance with the program
guidelines established by the California Department of Transportation (hereinafter referred to as Caltrans); and
WHEREAS, the purpose of the OWP is to serve as a work plan to guide and manage the work of the
ICLTC, identify transportation planning activities and products occurring in the region and to act as the general
agreement by which Caltrans planning funds will be transferred to Inyo County to fund activities and products
developed by the ICLTC, and
WHEREAS, the OWP identifies specific tasks, measurable products and completion date or dates for
each Work Element; and
WHEREAS, said OWP is executed and secured by an Overall Work Program Agreement, with the
ICLTC and Caltrans as signatory participants.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Inyo County Local Transportation Commission
approves 1) the Overall Work Program, 2) authorizes the Executive Director to sign the Overall Work Program
Agreement and Transportation Planning Process Certification, and 3) authorizes the Executive Director to make
any technical amendments necessary to gain approval of the Overall Work Program.
Passed and adopted this 17th day of June, 2020, by the following vote:
Ayes:
Noes:
Abstentions:
Absent:

_____
_____
_____
_____
______________________________________________________
Executive Director, Inyo County Local Transportation Commission

Attest:

_______________________________________________________
Secretary, Inyo County Local Transportation Commission

ITEM # 5

INYO COUNTY
LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
P.O. DRAWER Q
INDEPENDENCE, CA 93526
PHONE: (760) 878-0201
FAX: (760) 878-2001
Michael Errante
Executive Director

TO:

Inyo County Local Transportation Commission

FROM:

John Pinckney, Transportation Planner

DATE:

June 17, 2020

SUBJECT:

Unmet Transit Needs Findings - Recommendations

Recommended Action Your Commission is being asked to a) adopt Unmet Transit Needs
Findings as presented by staff and b) approve Resolution No. 2020-05 regarding unmet transit
needs.
2020/2021 Unmet Transit Needs Hearing The Inyo County Local Transportation Commission
will not allocate TDA funds to local streets and roads in the 2020/2021 year. All TDA funds will
be allocated to public transit and TDA eligible set-asides (for TDA administration, 2% to bicycle
and pedestrian facilities, and 5% for community transit services).
The Unmet Transit Needs process is a valuable exercise in that it lets the Commission, Eastern
Sierra Transit, and the public explore the strengths and weaknesses of the transit system. The
dialogue at the SSTAC meeting and unmet transit needs hearing provides valuable information to
transit entities of changing needs in the area. Eastern Sierra Transit has been effective at
modifying their services to meet area transit needs and identifying new sources of funding to
provide other services.
Unmet Transit Needs Findings We have reviewed the information presented at the February 3,
2020 Social Services Transit Advisory Council meeting. There were no public comments at the
Unmet Transit Needs Hearing (April 15th). ESTA received one additional comment during the
open comment period.
Following are the definitions of “Unmet Transit Need” and “Reasonable to Meet.” The
definitions were adopted by the ICLTC in 1995 and amended in 2007 and are as follows:
An Unmet Transit Need exists if an individual or individuals of any age or physical
condition are unable to transport themselves from one location to another. An Unmet
Transit Need is, at a minimum, those public transportation or specialized transportation
services that are identified in the Regional Transportation Plan and that have not been
implemented or funded.
A documented Unmet Transit Need is reasonable to meet if:
Agenda Item No. 4
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A service can be provided which meets a minimum farebox ratio of 10% of operating
costs; and
a) It is transit service for essential intra-county purposes which are defined as medical or
dental services, shopping, employment, personal business, or social service
appointments; or,
b) It is a transit service for essential inter-county purposes which are defined as medical
or dental services or social service appointments not available in this county or the
out-of-county destination is the closest location where the services are available to the
origin of the trip; and,
The origin and/or destination of the trip is within two miles of the established area of
operation or cohesive community.
Comments received by ESTA
&
Testimony Presented at the Social Services Transit Advisory Council Meeting
February 3, 2030 in Bishop, California
Name

Need

Unidentified
Senior Citizen
from Keeler,
CA

Transportation to
and from Lone
Pine for essential
medical services
and shopping

Arlene
Calahan, ESTA
Rider

Extend Dial-aRide service
hours in Bishop

Unmet Transit Need that is Reasonable
to Meet
There is an existing Dial-A-Ride service
in Lone Pine, CA. Keeler is 15 miles east
of town. With a small fare box recovery
this is a service that is reasonable to meet
within the current service hours without a
substantial cost.
This is more of a scheduling issue and
although it maybe an unmet transit need it
is unreasonable to meet. Bishop Dial-ARide has extensive hours. An xpansion
would require additional hours & funding.

Next Step
ESTA will revise their Dial a Ride
service to accommodate this need one
to two days a week. ESTA is
currently working with the effected
individual to develop appropriate
scheduling.
ESTA is encouraged to explore
alternate schedules within their
current funding level.

The SSTAC meeting and Unmet Transit Needs hearings were held in accordance with the
Transportation Development Act and the Inyo County LTC Organization and Procedures
Manual.
Findings:
The following findings are made in the attached resolution based on the analysis above:
1. A meeting of the SSTAC was held on February 3, 2020.
2. A duly noticed Unmet Transit Needs Hearing was held on April 15, 2020 at the on-line
LTC Meeting.
3. There is one new transit need identified that satisfies the definition of an unmet transit
need and reasonable to meet.
Attachments:



Proposed ICLTC Resolution No. 2020-05
SSTAC February 3, 2020 meeting notes
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INYO COUNTY
LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
P.O. DRAWER Q
INDEPENDENCE, CA 93526
PHONE: (760) 878-0201
FAX: (760) 878-2001
Michael Errante
Executive Director

Meeting Notes
INYO COUNTY LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
Social Services Transit Advisory Council (SSTAC)
Caltrans Headquarters
The Coffee Room
500 S Main Street
Bishop, CA 93514
SSTAC Meeting February 3, 2020
Meeting called to order: 1:00 PM

In Attendance:
John Pinckney, Inyo County LTC Staff
Cynthia Browning, Inyo County LTC staff
Rick Franz, Caltrans District 9 Transportation planner
Jenny Park, Inyo-Mono Agency for the Handicapped
Arlene Calahan, Director of Independent Living Center
Tyler Davis, Inyo County HHS
Karen Harris, Kern Regional Center
Phil Moores, ESTA
Karie Bentley, ESTA
John Pinckney, LTC Staff
John started the meeting by stating the purpose of the meeting and introducing
himself. He stated that the State requires, through the Transportation Development
Act, that we allocate the funding for the unmet transit needs if they are reasonable.
The LTC is required to have this initial meeting as well as two public hearings
which are generally at the LTC Transportation Commission’s regularly scheduled
meetings.
*John asked for introductions around the room.
John Pinckney stated that he manages the website for the Local Transportation
Commission which includes links to transit options and providers in the County. In
the SSTAC meeting packet the publicly available information regarding the transit

services currently available in the County was included. He asked for updates, if
any, from the agencies present. Phil Moores said that he would send John some
more updated information. John asked if any transit providers were not listed. The
website shows ESTA, ESAAA, IMAH, Northern Inyo CARE Shuttle, Toiyabe
Indian Health Project and Kern Regional Center. Tyler Davis noted ESAAA
provides not only the Inyo Senior Program as listed, but also provides
transportation for dental services.
John explained the criteria of Unmet Transit needs. He said “An Unmet transit
need exists if an individual or individuals of any age or physical condition are
unable to transport themselves from one location to another. An Unmet Transit
Needs is, at a minimum, those public transportation or specialized transportation
services that are identified in the Regional Transportation Plan and that have not
been implemented or funded.”
John discussed how much money was allocated last year from the LTF funds. The
only transit allocations were made to ESTA and ESAAA. They were the only
applicants and probably the only agencies currently able to qualify for the funds.
Phil Moores of ESTA
Phil offered that in the next few fiscal years ESTA will be experimenting with
weekend service. John Pinckney asked about the route times and offered that
residents in Lone Pine are not able to take the bus to work in Independence (or
Bishop) due to a lack of matching bus schedules. Phil said that trying to find out if
people will use transportation services is tricky. He stated that maybe we need to
do a better job of marketing in order to find out if people would use the bus and
suggested that a survey would be helpful to find out if enough people would take
the bus after work hours and/or on weekends to get to Bishop. Jenny Park of IMA
agreed and said she will look into doing a survey. Arlene Calahan advocated for
extended hours for week day dial-a ride.
Karie Bentley of ESTA mentioned that ESTA has a program for non-emergency
medical appointments. ESTA will reimburse medical mileage to family or nonfamily members who drive qualifying people to their medical appointments. She
offered brochures.
No other comments or questions were asked
Meeting adjourned at 1:55 PM

INYO COUNTY LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
RESOLUTION 2020-5
A RESOLUTION REGARDING UNMET TRANSIT NEEDS
WHEREAS, on February 3, 2020 the Social Services Transit Advisory
Committee held a duly noticed meeting to receive testimony identifying or commenting
on unmet transit needs that may exist in the County; and
WHEREAS, on April 15, 2020, the Inyo County Local Transportation
Commission (LTC) held duly noticed public hearings to receive testimony identifying or
commenting on unmet transit needs that may exist in the County; and
WHEREAS, the LTC notified persons and organizations that it knows to have an
interest in the subject of the hearings; and
WHEREAS, the LTC has also considered the following factors in its
transportation planning process:
1. Identified the size and location of groups with potential transit dependence.
2. Evaluated the adequacy of existing transportation services.
3. Examined potential alternate transportation services and service
improvements that would meet potential travel demands; and
WHEREAS, the LTC adopted its definition of "Unmet Transit Needs and
"Reasonable to Meet" in 1995 and amended in 2007, which are:
"An Unmet transit need exists if an individual or individuals of any age or
physical condition are unable to transport themselves from one location to another.
Documentation regarding the unmet need and the person's residential address must be
provided in a letter addressed to the Executive Director of the Inyo County Local
Transportation Commission or by testimony at a public hearing held for the purpose of
determining unmet transit needs. An unmet transit need is, at a minimum, those public
transportation or specialized transportation services that are identified in the Regional
Transportation Plan that have not been implemented or funded."
A documented unmet transit need is "reasonable to meet" if a service can be
provided which meets a minimum farebox ratio of 10% of operating costs, and:
a) It is a transit service for essential intra-county purposes, which are defined as
medical or dental services, shopping, employment, personal business, or social
service appointments, or
b) It is a transit service for essential inter-county purposes, which are defined as
medical or dental services, or social services appointments not available in this
county or the out-of-county destination is the closest location where the services
are available to the origin of the trip; and the origin and/or destination of the trip

is within two miles of the established area operation or a cohesive community;
and
WHEREAS, the LTC has considered all available information, including that
presented at the public hearings, all of which is contained in the ICLTC findings report
dated June 17, 2020.
WHEREAS, the following table summarizes the commission’s determinations
regarding conformance of unmet need transit requests with ICLTC definitions of unmet
transit needs and reasonable to meet:
Transit Request
Twice weekly Dial-A-Ride service to Lone Pine from Keller.

Unmet
Need
Yes

Reasonable
to Meet
Yes

Expand Dial-A-Ride service hours in Bishop.

Yes

No

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the ICLTC finds that through
the 2020 unmet transit needs process, there are unmet needs that are reasonable to meet in
Inyo County.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the ICLTC has determined that there will
be no remaining Local Transportation Funds available to the City of Bishop and County
of Inyo for local streets and roads.
Passed and adopted this 17th day of June, 2020, by the following vote:
Ayes:
Noes:
Abstains:
Absent:

_______________________________________________
Michael Errante, Executive Director
Inyo County Local Transportation Commission
Attest:

___________________________________
Cynthia Browning, Secretary
Inyo County Local Transportation Commission

ITEM #6

INYO COUNTY
LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
P.O. DRAWER Q
INDEPENDENCE, CA 93526
PHONE: (760) 878-0201
FAX: (760) 878-2001
Michael Errante
Executive Director

STAFF REPORT
MEETING:

June 17, 2020

PREPARED BY:

John Pinckney, Transportation Planner

SUBJECT:

Fiscal Year 2020-2021 Transportation Development Act (TDA)
Apportionment and Allocations

Recommendation
Adopt Resolutions No. 2020-06 apportioning and allocating Local Transportation Funds (LTF) for
Fiscal Year 2020-2021.
Background
This report gives an overview of the combined TDA allocation resolution to be considered by your
Commission at this meeting for Fiscal Year 2020-2021. TDA funds are derived from a ¼% of the
California Sales Tax in Inyo County. The table on the next page summarizes the amount of TDA
funds received by the Inyo County LTC and how those funds have been allocated in the last ten
budget cycles. Section 4A of the Inyo County LTC Organization and Procedures Manual sets forth
the procedures for allocation of TDA funds in the upcoming fiscal year.
The ICLTC shall make allocations from the TDA Fund annually in accordance with the
following priorities:
1. To the ICLTC, such sums as are necessary to meet its expenses in the performance of
the administrative duties assigned under the Act.
2. Thereafter, up to two percent (2%) of the remaining available funds county-wide may
be set aside to be allocated for pedestrian and bicycle facilities anywhere in the County.
3. Thereafter, up to five percent (5%) of the remaining funds may be set aside to be
allocated under Article 4.5 of the Act for “community transit services, including such
services for those, such as the disabled, who cannot use conventional transit services.”
Claims may be filed under Article 4.5 of the Transportation Development Act.
4. Thereafter, to operators of public transportation systems, such monies as are approved
by the ICLTC for claims presented pursuant to Article 4 Section 99260 of the P.U.C. Code;
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and to applicants contracting for public transportation services in accordance with Article 8
Section 99400(c).
5. Thereafter, to the County of Inyo and the City of Bishop such monies (up to and
including the apportionment allowed based on the latest department of Finance figures)
approved by the ICLTC for claims presented pursuant to Article 8, Section 99400(a)
involving projects for local streets and roads including facilities provide for exclusive use
by pedestrians and bicyclists.
Estimate
In accordance with the above, the LTC is responsible for the apportionment and allocation of TDA
funds. LTC staff notified Eastern Sierra Transit Authority (ESTA) and Eastern Sierra Area Agency
for Aging (ESAAA) of estimated TDA funds available for allocation in the 2020-2021 Fiscal Year.
The estimate is a rolling ten year average, as supplied by the Inyo County Auditor, of the amount of
TDA funds received in the past. The resulting FY 2020-2021 estimate received 2/1/20 was $869,739.
The Inyo County Auditor has informed LTC staff that the estimate as supplied will be dramatically
affected by the loss of revenue during the COVID-19 shut down. Although your Commission has
significant reserves, the current recommendation forwarded by staff is to reduce the allocation by
(20%) and revisit the allocation during the fiscal year as appropriate.
The reduction is shown in the table below.
Fiscal
Year

Over /
Under

09-10
10-11
11-12
12-13
13-14
14-15
15-16
16-17
17-18
18-19
19-20
20-21

-65,502
+10,094
+76,257
+70,846
-85,170
-4,446
+60,722
-2,658
+103,290
+22,892

Amount
Received
from State
$745,137
$808,953
$832,507
$868,134
$763,558
$850,948
$881,963
$846,572
$943,519
$926,774
$912,3862

Less 20%

ESTA
Operating
Expense1
$718,567
$716,689
$677,803
$705,770
$753,660
$770,108
$720,622
$748, 582
$743,855
$782,785
$746,836
$576,866

ESAAA
Operating
Expenses
$40,532
$37,762
$35,674
$37,145
$39,666
$40,531
$37,927
$39,399
$39,150
$41,199
$39,307
$30,361

Bicycle and
Pedestrian

Admin.

Total
Allocations

$16,328
$15,413
$14,561
$15,161
$16,190
$16,543
$15,480
$16,060
$15,979
$16,816
$16,043
$12,392

$35,212
$28,212
$28,212
$39,212
$39,212
$28,212
$47,212
$46,189
$41,245
$63,078
$44,621
$69,579

$810,639
$798,859
$756,250
$797,288
$848,728
$855,394
$821,241
$849,230
$840,229
$903,882
$846,807
$695,791

Apportionment
The Inyo County LTC is required to apportion TDA funds to the County and City in accordance with
the TDA Guidelines. For a county without a transit district, apportionments are made for the
incorporated area of each city and for the county's unincorporated area. Eastern Sierra Area Agency
for the Aging (ESAAA) and ESTA both provide transit services to 100% of the City and of the
Inyo County Findings of Apportionment
Local Transportation Funds for Fiscal Year 2018-2019
Jurisdiction

Pop.3

Bishop
Inyo Co.
Total

3,879
14,667
18,546

% of Total County
Population
20.9%
79.1%
100%

% of Population within
ESTA & ESAAA District
100%
100%

ESAAA Operating
Expenses
$6,345
$24,016
$30,361

Remaining Amount for
ESTA
$120,565
$456,301
$576,866

1

May include FTA Section 5311(f) match and CTSA allocation
Estimate based on the receipt of 5 of 12 payments in FY 2019-2020.
3
U.S. Census, January 1, 2010 Estimate
2
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County so the apportionment is more of a formal exercise than a practical one. Therefore, the amount
of funds ESAAA and ESTA receive will not change. A fixed percentage of the funds to the transit
agencies will come from both the City and the County. Resolution No. 2020-06 will memorialize the
apportionment shown below.
Allocation
The following allocations are set forth as part of Resolutions No. 2020-06.
Administrative Allocation - The cost amount programmed for TDA Administration is $69,579.
Audits – There are no performance audits included in FY20-21. The fiscal audit is under contract for
$6,592.
Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities Allocation - Two percent of the remaining amount is $12,393.
These funds will be set aside for bicycle and pedestrian facilities. To use these funds, the County
and/or City will then need to gain approval from the LTC on a project-specific basis.
Community Transit Services Allocation - ESAAA, the senior program for Inyo County, provides
community transit services, and is eligible to receive up to 5% of the TDA funds. FY 2012-2013 was
the first year of operation for ESAAA. ESAAA continued the same transit services as offered by
IMAAA. The ESAAA claim is made under Article 4.5 of the TDA. The proposed allocation of
$30,361 is five percent of the remaining funds.
ESTA Public Transit Service Allocation - ESTA is an eligible public transit provider to receive
funding under Article 4, Section 99260(a) of the TDA. The remaining TDA funds are eligible to be
allocated for public transit services. The entire amount of $576,866 is proposed for allocation to
ESTA.
Evaluation of Allocation Requests
ESTA
A. ESTA is eligible to receive Article 4 TDA claim funds in Inyo County as a public
transit operator. This was confirmed in the completion of the Triennial Performance
Audit of ESTA.
B. The ESTA claim is in compliance with the Inyo County LTC Regional Transportation
Plan. The RTP generally describes the transit services available in Inyo County. The
RTP also includes goals and policies generally in support of public transit.
C. ESTA completes an annual fiscal audit of Transportation Development Act funds and
provides this information to the Inyo County LTC.
D. ESTA provides 100% of the public transit services in both the City of Bishop and Inyo
County.
E. The CHP has completed a terminal inspection of the ESTA headquarters within the
last 13 months, as required.
F. ESTA has specified that the funds are being used for purposes set forth in Article 4,
Section 99262 of the Transportation Development Act (TDA). This portion of the
TDA sets out the general uses for funds claimed under the TDA. The ESTA claim
form complies with this general requirement.
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The ESTA allocation request includes a preliminary budget for the upcoming fiscal year.
Potential Productivity Improvements
Under PUC Section 99244, the ICLTC is required to annually identify, analyze, and recommend
potential productivity improvements which could lower the operating costs of those operators who
operate at least 50 percent of their vehicle service miles within the area under its jurisdiction. At a
minimum, the recommendations for improvements and productivity are to include, but not be limited
to, those recommendations related to productivity made in the triennial performance audit of the
transit operator.
This is now included in the TDA Claim form as a Prior Performance Audit Worksheet. In it, ESTA
staff indicates they are either in the process of responding to performance audit findings or have
completed the implementation measure. Staff concurs that ESTA has responded to the audit findings.
ESAAA FY 2020-2021 Request for Funds
ESAAA uses TDA funding to provide rides to individuals who are physically or logistically unable to
use regular public transportation to obtain essential services such as medical appointments, grocery
shopping, pharmacy and day care services. These individuals need transportation and assistance from
the driver to find the out-of-town medical facility, purchase and carry groceries into the house, enter
and exit the vehicle, etc. Based on individual needs, services are provided by Inyo County staff using
program vehicles to residents through Inyo County. They provide short and long distance medical
trips and regularly scheduled errand/shopping trips. ESAAA Site Coordinators assess individuals,
plan trips and maintain records.
Estimated 2020/21 Operations Budget (numbers may change, depending on what is adopted by the
Inyo County Board of Supervisors, copy of finalized budget will be submitted to LTC)
Administrative Support
Site Supervisors
Drivers
Vehicle/Maintenance
Operations
Total Direct Costs

2,015
21,502
33,951
6,709
43,499
98,676

Request to Inyo LTC
Fares & Match
IIIB Supportive Services

38,025
13,817
46,833
98,675

Potential Productivity Improvements
Under PUC Section 99244, the ICLTC is required to annually identify, analyze, and recommend
potential productivity improvements which could lower the operating costs of those operators who
operate at least 50 percent of their vehicle service miles within the area under its jurisdiction. At a
minimum, the recommendations for improvements and productivity are to include, but not be limited
to, those recommendations related to productivity made in the triennial performance audit of the
transit operator.
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The ESAAA claim form includes a completed “Prior Performance Audit Worksheet.” The Triennial
Performance Audit was the first completed for ESAAA. ESAAA has either 1) implemented the
requirement, 2) working to complete a future audit that includes the TDA component, 3) is in the
process of developing a response to the finding, or 4) researching whether or not a CHP vehicle
inspection is required. ESAAA addresses prior performance audit findings in their claim form.
ESAAA is encouraged to continue developing their service and to find ways to meet the performance
audit findings.
Attachments:




Resolution No. 2020-06 apportioning and allocating TDA revenues to ESTA & ESAAA
ESTA Claim Forms
ESAAA Claim Forms
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FY20-21 TDA - Local Transportation Funds (LTF) Estimate
Monday, 3/2/2020

FY20-21 LTF Estimate from County Auditor
LTC, 10% allocation
Financial Audits
Performance Audit
Short Range Transit Plan
Bike & Ped
Proposed distribution to ESAAA
Proposed distribution to ESTA

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Pending Allocation by LTC
Excess Reserve
Proposed20% Reserve of LTF ($869,739)
Proposed 2% Bike and Ped
Proposed 5% Community Transit (ESAAA)
Proposed Balance to CSTA (ESTA)

$
$
$
$

86,973.90
6,592.00
15,655.30
38,025.89
722,491.91

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

869,739.00
782,765.10
776,173.10
776,173.10
776,173.10
760,517.80
722,491.91
-

Note: The LTC tabled any decision on
distributing the existing excess reserves
$
423,681.00
173,947.80 $
249,733.20
4,994.66 $
244,738.54
12,236.93 $
232,501.61
232,501.61

June 2020 Proposed Allocations
COVID-19 REDUCTION
REDUCED 20%
$
695,791.20
$
69,579.12 $
626,212.08
$
6,592.00 $
619,620.08
$
$
619,620.08
$
$
619,620.08
$
12,392.40 $
607,227.68
$
30,361.38 $
576,866.29
$
576,866.29 $
0.00

INYO COUNTY LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
RESOLUTION No. 2020-06
A RESOLUTION APPORTIONING AND ALLOCATING LOCAL
TRANSPORTATION FUNDS FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 2020-2021
WHEREAS, the Inyo County Local Transportation Commission (ICLTC) is the
designated transportation planning agency pursuant to Government Code Section 29535
and by action of the Secretary of Business, Transportation and Housing, and, as such, has
the responsibility to apportion and allocate Local Transportation Funds (LTF); and
WHEREAS, the Transportation Development Act claimants have submitted claims for
FY 2020-2021 TDA funds pursuant to Article 4.5 and Article 8 of the California Public
Utilities Code; and
WHEREAS, ICLTC has analyzed the claims and determined that the claims conform to
the provisions of the Transportation Development Act including the provision of PUC
99275.5.
WHEREAS, it is estimated that $695,791 of ICLTC-administered funds will be available
for apportionment and allocation in fiscal year 2020-2021; and
WHEREAS, the following disbursements will be made. In accordance with the adopted
ICLTC Overall Work Program, $69,579 of LTF has been committed to administration
per Section 99233.1., $6,592 has been committed to audits and Also, based upon prior
action of the ICLTC, and in accordance with Section 99233.3 of the Transportation
Development Act, 2% of the remaining LTF, or $12,393, will be “set-aside” for bicycle
and pedestrian facilities. Also, $30,361 (app. 5% of the remaining LTF) will be allocated
to the Eastern Sierra Agency on Aging (ESAAA) under Article 8 of the Transportation
Development Act for medical escort service for seniors and other transit dependent
adults. ESAAA is responding to a transit need that is not otherwise being met by ESTA.
The ICLTC has reviewed the pending ESTA proposed Inyo County and City of Bishop
transit system budget and allocates the remainder of TDA funds in FY 2020-2021
($576,866) to ESTA under Public Utilities Code Section 99260(a), and
NOW, THEREFORE BE IN RESOLVED that the Inyo County Local Transportation
Commission does hereby apportion and allocate FY 2020-2021 LTF funds as follows:
1. $65,579 for LTC administration, Public Utilities Code 99233.1.
2. $6,592 for LTC auditing costs, Public Utilities Code 99233.1.
3. $12,393 or 2% of remaining LTF moneys for bicycle and pedestrian “set-aside” to
be used anywhere in the County and/or City, Public Utilities Code 99233.3.

4. $30,361 of LTF apportioned and allocated to Eastern Sierra Agency on Aging
(ESAAA) for medical escort service for seniors and other transit dependent adults
in Inyo County and the City of Bishop, Article 4.5 of the Transportation
Development Act.
5. $576,866 of remaining LTF apportioned and allocated to the Eastern Sierra
Transit Authority for operating costs in Inyo County and the City of Bishop,
Public Utilities Code Section 99260(a).
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this action is taken in conformance with the Inyo
County Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and with the Commission’s earlier action
defining current “Unmet Needs” and that are “Reasonable to Meet.”
Passed and adopted this 17th day of June, 2020, by the following vote:
Ayes:
Noes:
Abstain:
Absent:
________________________________________________
Michael Errante, Executive Director
Inyo County Local Transportation Commission

Attest:

_________________________________________
Cynthia Browning, Secretary
Inyo County Local Transportation Commission

ESTERN SIERRA TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Description of Services – Inyo County
Bishop Dial-a-Ride
Provides advanced reservation and immediate response transportation to the
general public in Bishop, CA.
M-Th 7am to 5:30pm
Friday 7am to 2am
Saturday 8:30am to 2am
Sunday 8:00am to 1pm
Approximately 11,000 annual service hours and 43,400 passenger trips.
Lone Pine Dial-a-Ride
Provides advanced reservation and immediate response transportation to the
general public in Lone Pine, CA. Mon-Fri 7:30am to 3:30pm. 4,000
passenger trips and 1,758 service hours annually.
Tecopa – Pahrump Fixed Route
Two round-trips per month (Wednesdays). 115 passengers and 168 service
hours annually.
Mammoth Express (50% paid by Inyo and Bishop)
Four round-trips Monday thru Friday. 5,209 passenger trips and 950 services
hours annually.
Reno and Lancaster Routes (50% paid by Inyo and Bishop)
One round-trip Monday thru Friday on each route. 14,250 passengers and
6,000 hours annually.
Bishop Creek Shuttle
2 round-trips per day from Bishop to the Bishop Creek Recreation Area.
Service operates during the summer from June to Labor Day weekend. 650
passengers and 278 service hours annually.
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STAFF REPORT
Subject:

Preliminary FY2020/21 Budget

Presented By:

Phil Moores, Executive Director

BACKGROUND:
ESTA’s Joint Powers Agreement (JPA) states that on or before April 1 of each
year, the Authority shall cause to be prepared and submitted to the Board of
Directors a proposed budget for the upcoming fiscal year.
ANALYSIS/DISCUSSION:
A preliminary budget for FY2020/21 is being presented to the Board at this
time in order to provide opening information and it is intended to provide a
general financial overview of the upcoming year and to solicit direction, if
desired, from the Board prior to finalization of the 20/21 budget.
The preliminary FY2020/21 budget anticipates service levels that are generally
consistent with 2019/20. The State Transit Assistance funding, based on
gasoline taxes continues to decline. Federal funding for the 5311(f) program,
which funds the intercity routes to Reno and Lancaster, is projected to increase
over FY19/20 revenue. LCTOP revenue is projected to increase. Revenue from
the new State of Good Repair Program is expected to increase slightly. The
projected year-to-year changes in state and federal revenue is detailed in the
table below.
State and Federal Grant Revenues
LTF
STA*
5311 Apportionment
5311(f)
LCTOP
SGR
Total

19-20 Estimate
20-21 Estimate
Variance
$1,272,785
$1,399,534 $126,749
$509,221
$461,712 -$47,509
$187,601
$198,250
$10,649
$225,000
$290,000
$65,000
$35,355
$44,520
$9,165
$70,941
$71,828
$887
$2,300,903
$2,465,844 $164,941

*Capital restricted = $3,132, not included

The balance of the revenue picture for FY2020/21 is detailed below. Overall,
the preliminary estimate of total operating revenue for the coming year is
projected to increase by 6.3% ($328,443).
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Other Agencies
TOML
MMSA
KRT
Total
Fares
Reds Meadow
395 Routes
All Other
Total
Total Operating Revenue

19-20 Estimate
20-21 Estimate
$862,000
$906,677
$1,050,000
$1,061,000
$24,000
$24,000
$1,936,000
$1,991,677
19-20 Estimate
20-21 Estimate
$490,000
$597,825
$255,000
$255,000
$210,000
$210,000
$955,000
$1,062,825
$5,191,903

$5,520,346

Variance
$44,677
$11,000
$0
$55,677
Variance
$107,825
$0
$0
$107,825
$328,443

The revenues detailed in the tables above assume a level of service generally
consistent with the service level planned for in the 2019/20 budget. The
Bishop Creek Recreation Area Shuttle and the continuation of the additional
mid-day Lone Pine Express run service are included in the calculations at this
time. Based on this service level, preliminary estimates of expenditures
project that revenues will be sufficient to fund the service. This preliminary
analysis anticipates continuation of comparatively low fuel prices and
continued increases in vehicle maintenance costs. A summary of preliminary
expenses for FY2020/21 by major expense category is detailed in the table
below. The increase in the “Services” line item is attributable to an anticipated
payroll software replacement.
Operating Expense Categories
Salaries & Benefits
Insurance
Maintenance
Fuel
Facilities
Services
All Other
Total

19-20 Budget
20-21 Estimate
$2,884,788
$3,000,180
$306,000
$325,000
$603,789
$620,000
$632,752
$632,752
$246,694
$246,694
$288,915
$288,915
$296,060
$300,000
$5,258,998
$5,413,541

Variance
$115,392
$19,000
$16,211
$0
$0
$0
$3,940
$154,543

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
A budget for the 2020/21 fiscal year is required in order to operate ESTA’s
services. The preliminary budget presented at this time is an estimate of the
revenues and expenditures now known or anticipated. Further financial and
operational information will be developed in the next few months prior to the
anticipated final budget to be presented for the Board’s consideration in June
of 2020.
RECOMMENDATION
This preliminary budget is presented for the Board’s information, in compliance
with the ESTA Joint Powers Agreement, and to receive any desired input from
the Board as the FY20/21 budget is finalized.
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INYO COUNTY
LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
P.O. DRAWER Q
INDEPENDENCE, CA 93526
PHONE: (760) 878-0201
FAX: (760) 878-2001
Michael Errante
Executive Director

STAFF REPORT

MEETING:

June 17, 2020

PREPARED BY:

John Pinckney, Transportation Planner

SUBJECT:

Allocation of State Transit Assistance (STA) funds to the Eastern
Sierra Transit Authority (ESTA) for operating & capital expenses
________________________________________________________________________
Recommended Action
Approve Resolution 2020-07 allocating an estimated amount of $161,181 in FY 20202021 STA funds ESTA for operating and/or capital expenses.
Background
The State Controllers Office has provided an estimate of STA funds that will be received
in FY 2020-2021. The State Controllers Office allocates funds under two sections of the
Public Utilities Code. The Inyo County LTC will receive an estimate of $161,181 under
Public Utilities Code (PUC) Section 99313. This amount is based on annual population
estimates per PUC Section 99312.7.
Analysis
The role of the Inyo County LTC is to confirm the information provided by ESTA in the
claim forms is correct. The following findings are made. For the Claim for TDA Funds
form:
A. ESTA is eligible to receive Article 4 TDA claim funds in Inyo County as a public
transit operator. This was confirmed in the completion of the Triennial
Performance Audit of ESTA. ESTA can use these funds for capital and operating
expenses. A portion of the funds will be “capital restricted” (see the discussion on
pg. 2 of Efficiency Standards). The funds can also be used as matching funds for
Federal Transit Administration grants.
B. The ESTA claim is in compliance with the Inyo County LTC Regional
Transportation Plan. The RTP generally describes the transit services available in
Inyo County. The RTP also includes goals and policies generally in support of
public transit. ESTA is maintaining their existing services.
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C. ESTA completes an annual fiscal audit of Transportation Development Act funds
and provides this information to the Inyo County LTC.
D. ESTA provides 100% of the public transit services in both the City of Bishop and
Inyo County.
E. The CHP has completed a terminal inspection of the ESTA headquarters within
the last 13 months.
F. ESTA has specified that the funds are being used for purposes set forth in Article
4, Section 99262 of the Transportation Development Act (TDA). This portion of
the TDA sets out the general uses for funds claimed under the TDA. The draft
ESTA budget for FY 2020-2021 is attached. The ESTA claim form complies with
this general requirement. This was demonstrated by the completion of the
Triennial Performance Report of ESTA.
The Inyo County LTC Request for Allocation of TDA funds for transit-related purposes
form repeats some of the above questions and sets forth other requirements. The analysis
below will cover those portions of this form not discussed above.
Reasonable Effort
ESTA has claimed TDA funds from the Inyo County LTC in the past year. As such, the
LTC is required to determine if “The above claimant made a reasonable effort to
implement recommendations made by the ICLTC.” The Inyo County LTC, in the Unmet
Transit Needs hearing process, did find new proposed transit services that met both the
definition of an “unmet transit need” and “reasonable to meet”. ESTA has made
accommodations to meet those needs and there are no current unresolved requests. Staff
has marked the “Yes” box to indicate that ESTA has made a reasonable effort to
implement recommendations made by the Inyo County LTC.
Efficiency Standards Analysis
ESTA is claiming STA funds this year for operating and/or capital expenditures. To
receive funds for operating expenses, ESTA is required to meet the efficiency standards
set out by Section 99314.6 of the Public Utilities Code. In FY 2017-2018, ESTA’s
operating cost per service hour increased more than the California Consumer Price Index
(CPI) over the same period. Therefore ESTA’s budget has not met the efficiency
standards and the cost CPI overrun will trigger a capital funding restriction. Of the
estimated $161,181 allocation to ESTA, 0.67% or $1,086 is capital restricted while the
remaining $160,095 (99.33%) is available for use on operations, capital expenditures or
matching funds for FTA section 5311 grants at ESTA’s discretion.
Scope of Service
The scope of services provided by ESTA will remain the same.
Change in Capital Costs
ESTA’s operating costs per service hour increased by 6.31% in FY 2018-2019. When
fixed costs are divided by increased service hours, the operating cost per service area has
increased.
Services Provided
ESTA has included a description of transit services it will provide in 2019-2020.
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Proposed Budget
ESTA has included its preliminary budget for 2020-2021 as part of this allocation
request.
Attachments: -Resolution No. 2020-07
-State Controller Estimate of State Transit Assistance funds
The following documents can be found as part of ESTA Local Transportation Fund
(LTF) allocation request.




ESTA Claim for TDA Funds (See staff report for LTF allocation request)
ESTA Transit Services: FY 2020-2021 (See staff report for LTF allocation
request)
ESTA 2020/2021 Preliminary Budget (See staff report for LTF allocation request)
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INYO COUNTY LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
RESOLUTION No. 2020-07
A RESOLUTION ALLOCATING $161,181 OF
STATE TRANSIT ASSISTANCE FUNDS RECEIVED BY THE INYO
COUNTY LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION TO
EASTERN SIERRA TRANSIT AUTHORITY TO BE USED FOR
OPERATING AND CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
WHEREAS, in accordance with the Transportation Development Act, and pursuant to
Section 99312.7 of the Public Utilities Code (PUC), and in accordance with the Inyo
County Local Transportation Commission (ICLTC) Organization and Procedures
Manual, the ICLTC shall make allocations from the State Transit Assistance Fund for the
purposes of Section 99313 of the PUC in accordance with the following priorities:
WHEREAS, Section 99313 allocations are based on the latest available annual
population estimates from the Department of Finance, and
WHEREAS, Inyo County's portion of the State Transit Assistance (STA) Fund, Section
PUC 99313 for FY 2020/2021 is estimated to be $161,181, and
WHEREAS, the Eastern Sierra Transit Authority is a valid STA claimant under PUC
Section 99313, and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Inyo County Local Transportation
Commission does hereby allocate all (estimated to be $161,181) of its State Transit
Assistance Fund from FY 2020/2021, and all interest earned on these funds, for use by
Eastern Sierra Transit Authority for operating and capital expenditure ($1,086 or 0.67%,
whichever is greater, restricted to capital expenditures only) of the transit system; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this allocation of funds is in conformity with the
2019 Inyo County Regional Transportation Plan.
Passed and adopted this 17th day of June, 2020, by the following vote:
Ayes:
Noes:
Abstain:
Absent:
________________________________________________
Michael Errante, Executive Director
Inyo County Local Transportation Commission

Attest:
________________________________________________
Cynthia Browning, Secretary
Inyo County Local Transportation Commission

ITEM #8

INYO COUNTY
LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
P.O. DRAWER Q
INDEPENDENCE, CA 93526
PHONE: (760) 878-0201
FAX: (760) 878-2001
Michael Errante
Executive Director

STAFF REPORT

MEETING:

June 17, 2020

PREPARED BY:

John Pinckney, Transportation Planner

SUBJECT:

Regional Surface Transportation Program Federal Exchange
Program for FY 2019/2020
________________________________________________________________________
Recommended Action
Approve Resolution No. 2020-08 which memorializes the following actions:
1. The FY 2019/2020 Federal Apportionment Exchange Program and State Match
Program Agreement, Agreement No. X20-6134(029) with the California
Department of Transportation in the amount of $124,057.
2. Apportion and allocate the funds to the County of Inyo and City of Bishop based
on population, and
3. Authorize the Executive Director to sign the Agreement.
SUMMARY DISCUSSION:
Section 182.6 of the Streets and Highways Code allows counties of less than 200,000
people to exchange Regional Surface Transportation Programs (RSTP) Federal funds
provided under the “Fixing America’s Surface Transportation” (FAST) act for
unrestricted State Highway Account funds. In addition, Section 182.9 of the Streets and
Highways Code requires the allocation of unobligated State Matching moneys from the
State Highway Account to counties choosing to exchange their Federal funds. The State
funds are not restricted, whereas the Federal funds are restricted to work on roads that
have a Federal designation (otherwise known as "On-System" Roads). Consequently, the
exchange for State funds allows the County and City a greater degree of discretion and
flexibility in how the funds are spent on maintenance of County and City roads.
In order to streamline the exchange of funds, Caltrans offers the exchange directly to
eligible counties and Regional Transportation Planning Agencies and prepares the Fund
Exchange Agreement in advance.
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Annually, this agreement is usually received during the fourth quarter of the current
County fiscal year and it normally takes somewhere between four and six months to
complete processing of the agreement and invoice and to receive actual payment of the
RSTP funds. As a result, the funds are usually received during the following fiscal year.
The County and City should budgeting the 2019/2020 funds for expenditure during the
2020/2021 fiscal year.
.
Apportionment to LTC
RSTP funds are allocated by the State based on two formulas set forth under Section
182.6(d)(1) and (d)(2) of the Streets and Highways Code. The 182.6(d)(2) funds are
allocated to County Road / Public Works Department in a population adjusted amount
not less than 110% of the 1991 apportionment. The additional 182.6(d)(1) funds that we
are currently discussing are to be distributed by the Local Transportation Commission.
LTC Apportionment to City and County
The table below shows options for the apportionment of the funds to the City and the
County. In the last several years the LTC allocated the funds to the City and County via a
population based formula. The three options for the allocation of these funds are included
for reference.

Agency
City of
Bishop
County
of Inyo
Total

Regional Surface Transportation Program
Apportionment Option
Population Percent Amount Federal Percent Amount
(2010 Census)
Aid
Routes
3,879
20.9% $25,928
5.5
1.5%
$1,861
miles
14,667
79.1% $98,129
358.2
98.5% $122,196
miles
18,546
100%
$124,057 363.7
100%
$124,057

Average of
Previous Two
Amounts
$13,894
$110,163
$124,057

Other transportation planning agencies allocate the funds via a variety of ways. Since the
funding is specifically related to Federal Aid Routes, some comparable jurisdictions base
their RSTP allocations on the relative percentage of Federal Aid Routes. El Dorado
County Transportation Commission doubles the amount of funds going to Placerville due
to a “County seat offset” where a high percentage of the County’s traffic is funneled into
Placerville. This would be similar to the City of Bishop’s position. Some jurisdictions
allocate the funds to specific projects. Other jurisdictions calculate the allocation to
smaller entities by averaging the Federal Aid Route proportion with the population
percentage. Another factor is the relatively small amount of funds the City of Bishop is
receiving. It is for this reason that staff would recommend allocating the funds based on
the relative population between the City of Bishop and the County.
Each agency is required by the RSTP Exchange agreement to establish a special account
for the purposes of depositing all RSTP Exchange funds in their budget a) for cities
within their Special Gas Tax Streets Improvement Fund and b) for counties within their
County Road Fund.
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ALTERNATIVES:
The Commission could use another allocation formula.
OTHER AGENCY INVOLVEMENT:
Caltrans will process the Agreement and make payment of the funds.
Attachment:
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Program Agreement, No. X20-6134(029) [two copies of signature page]

Page 3

3. Subject to the availability of STATE funds following the receipt of an RTPA invoice evidencing
RTPA's assignment of those estimated RSTP/RSTBGP funds under Section 1 to STATE, STATE
agrees to pay to RTPA an amount not to exceed $124,057.00 of non-federal exchange funds
("Funds") that equals the sum of the estimated RSTP/RSTBGP apportionment assigned to State in
Section 1 above.
4. RTPA agrees to allocate all of these Funds only for those projects implemented by cities,
counties, and other public transportation agencies as are authorized under Article XIX of the
California State Constitution, in accordance with the requirements of Section 182.6(d)(1) of the
Streets and Highways Code.
5. RTPA agrees to provide to STATE annually by each August 1 a list of all local project sponsors
allocated Funds in the preceding fiscal year and the amounts allocated to each sponsor.
6. RTPA agrees to require project sponsors receiving those Funds provided under this
AGREEMENT to establish a special account for the purpose of depositing therein all payments
received from RTPA pursuant to this Agreement: (a) for cities within their Special Gas Tax Street
Improvement Fund, (b) for counties, within their County Road Fund, and (c) for all other sponsors,
a separate account.
7. RTPA agrees, in the event a project sponsor fails to use Funds received hereunder in
accordance with the terms of this AGREEMENT, to require that project sponsor to return those
exchange Funds to RTPA for credit to the account established under Section 6 above. In the
event of any such requirement by STATE, RTPA shall provide written verification to STATE that
the requested corrective action has been taken.
8. STATE reserves the right to reduce the STATE Funds payment required hereunder to offset
such additional obligations by the RTPA or any of its sponsoring agencies against any
RSTP/RSTBGP federal apportionments as are chargeable to, but not included in, the assignment
made under Section 1 above.
9. COST PRINCIPLES
A) RTPA agrees to comply with, and require all project sponsors to comply with Office of
Management and Budget Supercircular 2 CFR 200, Cost Principles for State and Local
Government and the Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Cooperative
Agreements to State and Local Governments.
B) RTPA will assure that its fund recipients will be obligated to agree that (A) Contract Cost
Principles and Procedures, 48 CFR, Federal Acquisition Regulations System, Chapter 1, Part 31,
Et Seq., shall be used to determine the allowability of individual project cost items and (B) Those
parties shall comply with Federal Administrative Procedures in accordance with 2 CFR 200,
Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements To State And Local
Governments. Every sub-recipient receiving funds as a contractor or sub-contractor under this
agreement shall comply with Federal administrative procedures in accordance with 2 CFR 200,
Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements to State and Local
Governments.
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C) Any fund expenditures for costs for which RTPA has received payment or credit that are
determined by subsequent audit to be unallowable under Office of Management and Budget
Supercircular 2 CFR 200 are subject to repayment by RTPA to STATE. Should RTPA fail to
reimburse fund moneys due STATE within 30 days of demand, or within such other period as may
be agreed In writing between the parties, hereto, STATE is authorized to intercept and withhold
future payments due RTPA and STATE or any third-party source, including but not limited to, the
State Treasurer, The State Controller and the CTC. The implementation of the Supercircular will
cancel 49 Cfr Part 18.
10. THIRD PARTY CONTRACTING
A) RTPA shall not award a construction contract over $10,000 or other contracts over $25,000
[excluding professional service contracts of the type which are required to be procured in
accordance with Government Code Sections 4525 (d), (e) and (f)] on the basis of a
noncompetitive negotiation for work to be performed using Funds without the prior written approval
of STATE.
B) Any subcontract or agreement entered into by RTPA as a result of disbursing Funds received
pursuant to this AGREEMENT shall contain all of the fiscal provisions of this Agreement; and shall
mandate that travel and per diem reimbursements and third-party contract reimbursements to
subcontractors will be allowable as project costs only after those costs are incurred and paid for by
the subcontractors.
C) In addition to the above, the preaward requirements of third party contractor/consultants with
RTPA should be consistent with Local Program Procedures as published by STATE.
11. ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
RTPA, its contractors and subcontractors shall establish and maintain an accounting system and
records that properly accumulate and segregate Fund expenditures by line item. The accounting
system of RTPA, its contractors and all subcontractors shall conform to Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP), enable the determination of incurred costs at interim points of
completion, and provide support for reimbursement payment vouchers or invoices.
12. RIGHT TO AUDIT
For the purpose of determining compliance with this AGREEMENT and other matters connected
with the performance of RTPA's contracts with third parties, RTPA, RTPA's contractors and
subcontractors and STATE shall each maintain and make available for inspection all books,
documents, papers, accounting records, and other evidence pertaining to the performance of such
contracts, including, but not limited to, the costs of administering those various contracts. All of
the above referenced parties shall make such materials available at their respective offices at all
reasonable times for three years from the date of final payment of Funds to RTPA. STATE, the
California State Auditor, or any duly authorized representative of STATE or the United States
Department of Transportation, shall each have access to any books, records, and documents that
are pertinent for audits, examinations, excerpts, and transactions, and RTPA shall furnish copies
thereof if requested.
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13. TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE
Payments to only RTPA for travel and subsistence expenses of RTPA forces and its
subcontractors claimed for reimbursement or applied as local match credit shall not exceed rates
authorized to be paid exempt non-represented State employees under current State Department
of Personnel Administration (DPA) rules.
If the rates invoiced are in excess of those authorized DPA rates, then RTPA is responsible for the
cost difference and any overpayments shall be reimbursed to STATE on demand.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Department of Transportation

Inyo County Transportation Commission

By: ________________________
Office of Project Implementation
Division of Local Assistance

By: ___________________________

Date: ______________________

Date: _________________________

Title: _________________________
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INYO COUNTY LOCAL TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
RESOLUTION No. 2020-08
A RESOLUTION APPORTIONING AND ALLOCATING
REGIONAL SURFACE TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM FUNDS
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 2019-2020
WHEREAS, the Inyo County Local Transportation Commission (ICLTC) is the
designated transportation planning agency pursuant to Government Code Sections 29532
and 29535, and by action of the Secretary of Business, Transportation and Housing, and,
as such, has the responsibility to allocate Regional Surface Transportation Program funds
(RSTP); and
WHEREAS, the California Department of Transportation provides the option to the
ICLTC to participate in the RSTP Federal Exchange Program for FY 2019-2020; and
WHEREAS, the California Department of Transportation has allocated $124,057 of
RSTP funds to the ICLTC to be allocated to eligible local jurisdictions; and
WHEREAS, based on the 2010 census population for Inyo County where 79.1% of the
County resides in unincorporated parts of the County and 20.9% of the residents reside in
the City of Bishop, the following disbursements will be made, $98,129 of RSTP funds
will be apportioned to Inyo County and $25,928 will be apportioned to the City of
Bishop.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IN RESOLVED that the Inyo County Local Transportation
Commission approves the following:
1. The FY 2019-2020 RSTP Federal Exchange Program and State Match Program
Agreement, No. X20-6134(029) with the California Department of Transportation
in the amount of $124,057.
2. $98,129 of RSTP funds are allocated to the County of Inyo and $25,928 are
allocated to the City of Bishop.
3. The Executive Director is authorized to execute this agreement.
Passed and adopted this 17th day of June, 2020, by the following vote:
Ayes:
Noes:
Abstain:
Absent:
________________________________________________
Executive Director, Inyo County Local Transportation Commission

Attest:
_________________________________________
Secretary, Inyo County Local Transportation Commission

ITEM #9

09-INY-0-ICTC
LRSPL-6134(030)
SPECIAL COVENANTS OR REMARKS

1.

All obligations of STATE under the terms of this Agreement are subject to the
appropriation of resources by the Legislature and the encumbrance of funds under this
Agreement. Funding and reimbursement are available only upon the passage of the State
Budget Act containing these STATE funds.

2.

Any State and Federal funds that may have been encumbered for this project are
available for disbursement for limited periods of time. For each fund encumbrance the
limited period is from the start of the fiscal year that the specific fund was appropriated
within the State Budget Act to the applicable fund Reversion Date shown on the State
approved project finance letter. Per Government Code Section 16304, all project funds
not liquidated within these periods will revert unless an executed Cooperative Work
Agreement extending these dates is requested by the ADMINISTERING AGENCY and
approved by the California Department of Finance.
ADMINISTERING AGENCY should ensure that invoices are submitted to the District
Local Assistance Engineer at least 75 days prior to the applicable fund Reversion Date to
avoid the lapse of applicable funds. Pursuant to a directive from the State Controller's
Office and the Department of Finance; in order for payment to be made, the last date the
District Local Assistance Engineer can forward an invoice for payment to the
Department's Local Programs Accounting Office for reimbursable work for funds that are
going to revert at the end of a particular fiscal year is May 15th of the particular fiscal
year. Notwithstanding the unliquidated sums of project specific State and Federal funding
remaining and available to fund project work, any invoice for reimbursement involving
applicable funds that is not received by the Department's Local Programs Accounting
Office at least 45 days prior to the applicable fixed fund Reversion Date will not be paid.
These unexpended funds will be irrevocably reverted by the Department's Division of
Accounting on the applicable fund Reversion Date.

3.

ADMINISTERING AGENCY agrees to comply with the requirements in 2 CFR Part 200,
Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for
Federal Awards (applicable to Federal and State Funded Projects).

4.

This PROJECT is funded with State-Only funding from the Local Roadway Safety Plan
(LRSP) Program. ADMINISTERING AGENCY agrees to develop an LRSP under this
PROJECT.
The ADMINISTERING AGENCY agrees to follow all relevant State laws and
requirements including the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
This PSA allows reimbursement of eligible PROJECT expenditures to the
ADMINISTERING AGENCY for which the LRSP State funds are allocated. The effective
State allocation date establishes the eligibility date for the ADMINISTERING AGENCY to
start reimbursable work. Any work performed prior the effective allocation date is not
eligible for reimbursement from the LRSP funds.
ADMINISTERING AGENCY agrees that LRSP funds available for reimbursement will be

Program Supplement 00-567S-U77- SERIAL
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SPECIAL COVENANTS OR REMARKS

limited to the amount allocated and encumbered by the STATE consistent with the scope
of work in the STATE approved application. Funds encumbered may not be used for a
modified scope of work after a project is awarded unless approved by the Statewide
LRSP Coordinator prior to performing work.
ADMINISTERING AGENCY agrees to the program delivery and reporting requirements.
The study and the LRSP must be completed within thirty-six (36) months of the funding
allocation. The Final Report of Expenditure, the final invoice and the LRSP report must be
submitted to the DLAE within six (6) months of the report completion.

Program Supplement 00-567S-U77- SERIAL
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ITEM #10

Inyo County Local Transportation Commission
PO Drawer Q
Independence, CA 93526
RURAL PLANNING ASSISTANCE (State Highway Account Only)
REQUEST FOR REIMBURSEMENT Fiscal Year 2019-20
Agency Invoice No. _______3__________
Internal Revenue Service No. __95-6005445___

The Inyo County LTC, a Regional Transportation Planning Agency, requests reimbursement in the amount of
$50,107.11. For the period beginning January 1, 2020 and through and inclusive of March 31, 2019.
I certify that I am a duly authorized representative of the above referenced RTPA and the request for
reimbursement is consistent with the terms of the Master Fund Transfer Agreement, numbered 74A0790 and
expiring December 31, 2024, entered into between the RTPA and the State of California, Department of
Transportation. The reimbursement request is for work completed in accordance with the 2019-20 approved
Overall Work Program. By signing this Request for Reimbursement Form, the RTPA certifies that all State and
Federal matching requirements have been met.

2019-20 RPA OWPA Authorized - Amendment #__1___

$249,290.91

20XX-XX RPA Grant OWPA Authorized - Amendment #______

$0.00

20XX-XX SHA SC OWPA Authorized - Amendment #______

$0.00

20XX-XX SB1 SC OWPA Authorized - Amendment #______

$0.00

20XX-XX SB1 AD OWPA Authorized - Amendment #______

$0.00

Total Invoices Year-to-Date

$100,846.63

Current Invoice

$

50,107.11

Balance

$98,337.17
LOCAL AGENCY Use Only
Required
Match %

Funding Source
RPA

Reimbursable
Amount

Total
Expenditures

0.00%

$

RPA Grant

0.00%

$

-

$

-

SHA Sustainable Communities

11.47%

$

-

$

-

$

-

SB1 Sustainable Communities

11.47%

$

-

$

-

$

-

Adaptation Sustainable Communities

11.47%

$

-

$

-

$

-

Current Invoice Amount

50,107.11

Local/In-Kind
Match

$

Michael Errante, Executive Director
Local Agency Name (please print)

Not Applicable

$150,953.74

50,107.11
5/18/2020
Date

Signature

DISTRICT Department of Transportation Use Only
I certify that I am duly authorized by the Department of Transportation to approve payment to Inyo County Local
Transportation Commission in the amount of ________________. The RTPA has an approved Overall Work
Program and the request for reimbursement is consistent with the Master Fund Transfer Agreement between the
STATE and the RTPA. This authorization to pay acknowledges receipt of services billed.
______________________________
Name (please print)

______________________________
Signature

________________
Date

HQ Department of Transportation Use Only
Accounting Line to be PAID from

Allocation (FY)

Contract ID

Project ID

Amount

$

TOTAL Current Invoice
Updated 2018

OWP WORK ELEMENTS 2019-2020
Salaries and Bens

Number

January
Cynthia
Mike
Debbe
John
Justine

a)
4279.42
4902.77
3111.32
10,834.23
580.77

February
Cynthia
Debbe
John
Mike
Justine

2983.18
2082.5
7439.88
3326.91
467.08

March
Cynthia
Debbe
John
Mike
Justine

2983.18
2082.5
7439.88
3326.91
404.79

Description

100.1 Compliance & Oversight
54,000
RPA only

30%
40%
15%
50%

b)

RPA
110.1 Overall Work Program
20,000
RPA only

c)
Payroll JE
Payroll JE
Unfunded
Liability
JE
d)

RPA
200.1 Regional Trans. Impr. Prog.
15,000

RPA
300.1 Administer Transit
39,621
LTF only

e)

f)

LTF
400.1 Local Project Development
60,291

g)

RPA
500.1 Coordination & Reg. Plan.
70,000

h)

RPA
600.1 PMS/GIS
30,000

i)

JAN TOTAL

Feb-20

FEB TOTAL

Debbe
Cynthia
Mike
John
Justine
Photocopies
Postage
B&M Bills
Mailing Reimburse
tech refresh
office supplies
Website/Domain

933.40
1,711.77
735.42
1,075.74
290.39

624.75
1,193.27
499.04
1,828.23
233.54

Mar-20

MAR TOTAL

Total 1st Qtr

Total 2nd Qtr

Total 3rd Qtr

Total to Date

4,072.96

19,215.47

10,583.66

13,573.71

43,372.84

10,627.16

80.32%

1,209.83

6,966.34

2,963.19

5,491.73

15,421.26

4,578.74

77.11%

585.98

4,277.71

7,641.83

2,952.00

14,871.54

128.46

99.14%

4,281.82

10,294.06

8,637.71

11,980.91

30,912.68

8,708.32

78.02%

149.16

1,901.54

408.12

665.97

2,975.63

2,024.37

59.51%

2,192.71

13,091.07

8,195.31

7,235.58

28,521.96

31,769.04

47.31%

4,339.63

11,062.16

10,395.43

13,361.46

34,819.05

35,180.95

49.74%

2,618.99

639.31

5,815.15

7,492.63

13,947.09

16,052.91

46.49%

13,470.00

23,736.25

32,944.42

59.19%
61.39%

10%
15%
10%

% Expended

1.38
39.59
55.45

Road Bills
John
Justine
Mike
Cynthia
John
Cynthia
Mike
Debbe
Justine
PERS AUTO

845.22
58.08
735.42
427.94

4,730.45
1,371.17
46.71
499.04
298.32

5%

888.72
149.16
332.69
104.13

5%

660.19
149.16
186.83
142.92
120.75

1,865.75

3,125.60

367.65
1,470.83
641.91
622.26
0.00
0.00

30%
15%
5%

Mike
Cynthia
Debbe
John
RCTF Dues

1,470.83
641.92
155.57
2,766.19

John
road bills
Training Tuition
NCE - Nichols
PW Bills

1,805.71

149.16
998.07
447.48
416.50
253.92

2,307.87
998.07
447.47
104.13
2,437.65

5,034.51

CTC Meeting
RE Training
John
Debbe
Road Safety Trng
TEAM
PW Bills
Cost Plan
Planning Invoices
LSC Invoices

998.07
447.47
104.13
2,789.96
3,987.32

-

619.99
1,999.00

2,217.80
850.13
4,023.51

500

998.07
447.48
416.50
330.66

191.90
2,735.00

40%

149.16
-

149.16
-

0.00

Mike
Cynthia
Debbe
John
Justine
PW Bills

100,000 PPM '18-'19

41.33
149.16
161.91
142.92
120.75
1,800.00
1,865.75

1,865.75

0.00
213.97
153.68

30%
15%
20%

200,000 PPM '17-'18

149.16
332.69
104.13

1,474.70

1,997.80
213.97
0.00
232.30
142.92
120.75

4,573.49
Mike
Cynthia
John
Debbe
Justine

371.99
40.48
499.04
298.32
2,215.24

213.97
490.28
155.57
31.50
891.32

Clifton Larson
John
Cynthia
Debbe
Justine
Comp
Liability
Michael Baker
Retiree Health JE

551.50
155.04

52.85
243.32

2,066.66
5%
10%
5%

RPA
Planning, Programming, &
700.1
Monitoring
200,000

850.13

237.74
360.00
832.98
215.84
11917.00

2,189.89
1,244.52
23,104.35
6,057.84
1,038.42

PPM

2,479.96
832.98
8325.80

1,038.42

33,635.02
58,097.46

1,038.42
792.84
14,601.98

33,442.45
58,097.46

32,921.08

RPA
PPM
LTF
Total
303,743.57 JAN IFAS

361,991.99

FEB IFAS

61,707.00

118,387.67

81,612.33

124,460.99

303,229.72

190,682.28

3rd Quarter
50,107.11
61,707.00
12,646.88
124,460.99

Total to Date
150,953.74
118,387.67
33,888.31
303,229.72

32,921.08
33,442.45

Allocated
Balance

IFAS

Balance

624.75
1,193.27
499.04
805.99
202.40

23.58

4,770.30

40%

LTF
Coordinate Transit Services
310.1 5,000
LTF only

Jan-20

Notes

395,583.61 MAR IFAS

428,653.86

58,248.42

33,591.62

33,070.25

150.96

149.17

149.17

70469.1

1st Quarter
55,252.06
23,736.25
12,195.60
91,183.91

2nd Quarter
45,594.57
32,944.42
9,045.83
87,584.82

% To Date
60.55%
59.19%
75.95%

Inyo County Local Transportation Commission

(a) 100.1
(b) 110.1
(c) 200.1
(f) 400.1
(g) 500.1
(h) 600.1
TOTALS

Work Element Title

Compliance & Oversight
Overall Work Program
RTIP
Local Project Development
Coord. and Reg. Planning
PMS/GIS

80.32%
77.11%
99.14%
47.31%
49.74%
46.49%

Scheduled
Completion

Work Element

% Expended
Year to Date

2019-2020 Overall Work Program-RPA
3rd Quarter Report
January 2020 - March 2020

06/30/20
06/30/20
06/30/20
06/30/20
06/30/20
06/30/20

RPA

Total
Expended 1st
& 2nd Quarter

$54,000
$20,000
$15,000
$60,291
$70,000
$30,000

$29,799
$9,929
$11,920
$21,286
$21,457
$6,454

$249,290.91
RPA BudgetRPA Budget $249,290.91

$150,951

Balance

$43,372
$15,421
$14,871
$28,521
$34,819
$13,947

$10,628
$4,579
$129
$31,770
$35,181
$16,053

$100,845 $150,951

$98,340

remaining =

SEE ATTACHED NARRATIVE

Total
Expended
to Date

$98,340

39.45%

Inyo County Local Transportation Commission

(a) 100.1
(b) 110.1
(c) 200.1
(d) 300.1
(e) 310.1
(f) 400.1
(g) 500.1
(h) 600.1
(i)700.1

Work Element Title
Compliance & Oversight
Overall Work Program
RTIP
Administer Transit
Coordinate Transit
Local Project Development
Coord. and Reg. Planning
PMS/GIS
PPM (FY17-18, $200k)

Scheduled
Completion

Work Element

% Expended
Year to Date

2019-2020 Overall Work Program
3rd Quarter Report
January 2020 - March 2020

80.32%
77.11%
99.14%
78.02%
59.50%
47.31%
49.74%
46.49%
59.19%

06/30/20
06/30/20
06/30/20
06/30/20
06/30/20
06/30/20
06/30/20
06/30/20
06/30/20

RPA

PPM

LTF Transit

$54,000
$20,000
$15,000
$39,621
$5,000
$60,291
$70,000
$30,000
$200,000

$249,291 $200,000

Total Expended Total Expended
2nd Quarter
to Date

$29,799
$9,930
$11,920
$18,932
$2,310
$21,286
$21,458
$6,454

$43,372
$15,421
$14,871
$30,912
$2,975
$28,521
$34,819
$13,947

$56,681

$118,387

Balance

$10,628
$4,579
$129
$8,709
$2,025
$31,770
$35,181
$16,053
$81,613

$44,621

RPA Budget $249,290.91 expended = $150,951

remaining = $98,340

39.45%

PPM Budget

$200,000

expended = $118,387

remaining = $81,613

40.81%

Transit Budget

$44,621

expended = $33,887

remaining = $10,734

24.06%

SEE ATTACHED NARRATIVE

NARRATIVE
Inyo Local Transportation Commission
THIRD QUARTER OF THE 2019-2020 OVERALL WORK PLAN (OWP)
Work Element
100.1 Compliance and Oversight:
The principal activity conducted in this work element is the documentation of planningrelated activities, and the support and maintenance of services required to implement the
transportation planning programs and processes. This includes, preparing agendas, attending
monthly meetings and completing minutes. In 3rd quarter FY19-20 Inyo LTC had no meeting
in January, a meeting in February, and the 3rd meeting, in March, was scheduled, but
cancelled due to COVID-19 quarantine/shut-down. The Chair and Vice Chair were elected at
the February meeting. Subsequent to the March cancelation, preparations were begun for the
April meeting to be held on Zoom. We continued training and development of fiscal
oversight positions for the LTC. The final adjustments of the new County trusts for
segregation of RPA, PPM, LTF, STA, TEA, PTMISEA, TSGP, LCTOP, SGR and Bike &
Ped funds were completed by the Inyo County Auditor.
110.1 Overall Work Program (OWP):
Completed and submitted the 2nd Qtr Report and invoice for FY 2019/2020 OWP to Caltrans.
Draft FY20-21 OWP submitted to Caltrans, but presentation at the March LTC meeting was
delayed due to COVID-19.
200.1 Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP):
Attended and spoke in favor of Inyo LTC’s RTIP proposal at the February CTC STIP
hearing / meeting in Irvine.
300.1 Administer Transit:
Administer and allocate Local Transportation Funds and State Transit Assistance. This is an
on-going activity, including the periodic review of transit route performance reports and
Transit funding. This element includes monitoring Eastern Sierra Transit Authority (ESTA),
Eastern Sierra Area Agency on Aging (ESAAA), both Transportation Development Act
(TDA) claimants. Bill indirect LTC costs to this work element. SSTAC meeting occurred in
3rd Quarter.
310.1 Coordinate Transit Services:
Focused on optimizing the delivery of transportation services by reviewing opportunities to
enhance overall transit performance within funding constraints and mindful of public need.
Continuous reporting and coordination with the County and ESTA on the Transit Security
Grant program, PTMISEA transit grant, LCTOP and SGR program.
400.1 Project Development and Monitoring:
Monitor and assist with preliminary development of local projects. Review of potential
projects and participation continued as needed to enhance project delivery. Received report
from Caltrans on status of state projects.
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500.1 Coordination and Regional Planning:
Principal activities in this work element include coordination with staff at Caltrans District 9;
Meadow Farms ADA project proposal. Participated in multiple calls, email threads and
surveys
600.1 Pavement Management System (PMS)/Geographical Information System (GIS):
In the 3rd quarter the LTC authorized terminating our pavement management services
contract with NCE. We purchased a new software package and began development of our inhouse program.
700.1 Planning Programming and Monitoring
A majority of these tasks are the same as those in Work Elements 200.1, 400.1, 500.1 and
600.1. PPM just represents a second available source of funding. Work in 3 rd Qtr included
working with the USFS on the Adventure Trails pilot project, RTIP/STIP adoption work,
FLAP grant coordination, pavement management and matching funds for an Environmental
Consultant hired through the State Parks Grant (Adventure Trails). In conjunction with the
new pavement management plan the LTC purchased a new vehicle for pavement survey
work.
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ITEM 13

District 9

Average Annual Daily Traffic
(AADT)
Count Data

1992 through 2019

Prepared by: CT 09 – Transportation Planning
June 2020

AADT for US 6, Inyo and Mono Counties

Average Annual
Daily Traffic – the
total traffic volume
for the year divided
by 365 days. Counts
are taken at
designated stations
by inductive loop
detectors.

Data Source: CT D9 System Planning/GIS unit

ADT for SR 14 & SR 58, Kern County

Average Annual
Daily Traffic – the
total traffic volume
for the year divided
by 365 days. Counts
are taken at
designated stations
by inductive loop
detectors.

Data Source: CT D9 System Planning/GIS unit

AADT for US 395, Mono County

Average Annual
Daily Traffic – the
total traffic volume
for the year divided
by 365 days. Counts
are taken at
designated stations
by inductive loop
detectors.

Data Source: CT D9 System Planning/GIS unit

AADT for US 395, Inyo County

Average Annual
Daily Traffic – the
total traffic volume
for the year divided
by 365 days. Counts
are taken at
designated stations
by inductive loop
detectors.

Note: SR 168 West, Bishop counts includes local circulation traffic

Data Source: CT D9 System Planning/GIS unit

D9 Visual Sign Enhancement
INY 168 PM 17.9
09-38510
SR 168 Safety Improvements
INY 395 PM 16/17.7
09-36370
PED Safety
Big Pine Location
INY 395 PM 100.3
09-37010
PED Safety
Lone Pine Location
INY 395 PM 57.6
09-37010

PED Safety
Bishop Locations
INY 168 PM 18.0
INY 395 PM 115.7
09-37010

District 9 ZEV - Bishop District Office
INY 395 PM 115.0
09-37270
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Funding Program

Maintenance

District 9 ZEV - Division Creek SRRA
INY 395 PM 84.0
09-37270

}
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District 9 2020 Construction
Inyo County

(
!

Minor Program Projects
State Highway Operation & Protection Program (SHOPP)

Keeler CIR
INY 136 VARIOUS
09-38060

(
!
Panamint Valley Thin Blanket
INY 190 PM 57.9/63.8
09-38390

£
¤
395

(
!
SR 136 Culverts
INY 136 PM 0.8/3.2
09-38370

}
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District 9 ZEV - Coso Junction SRRA
INY 395 PM 17.9
09-37270

Information is subject to change.
Contact Florene Trainor (PIO)
with any questions. (760) 872-0603
Version Date: 05/01/2020
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Olancha Thin Blanket
INY 395 PM 31.2/34.7
09-38040

Shoshone Drainage
INY 178 PM 43.4
09-36340
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Chicago Valley Thin Blanket
INY 178 PM 42.9/48.6
09-38090

¶

ADA= Americans with Disabilities Act
AR= Asphalt Rubber
CAPM= Capital Preventative Maintenance
CCTV= Closed-Circuit Television
CIR= Cold In-Place Recycling
MGS= Midwest Guardrail System
PME= Polymer-Modified Emulsion
RWIS= Road Weather Information System
SRRA= Safety Roadside Rest Area
ZEV= Zero Emission Vehicle Charging Station

Bishop Pavement

(
/
6

N Sierra Hwy

(
/

Wye Rd

Sierra St

W Line St

Existing sidewalks
Multi-modal path
Bishop Paiute Reservation
0

0.25

0.5 Miles

±

PROPOSED: Complete additional 4,190
linear feet of sidewalk closing a gap in the
complete streets infrastructure with the
Bishop Pavement Project.
R/W: $1m
Support: $1m
Con: $2.5m
Total: $4.5m

}
|
168

BISHOP PAVEMENT EA# 37470
Upgrade existing pavement, ITS,
drainage, and ADA upgrades
$20,114,000
PA & ED: 7/2021
R/W Cert: 4/2023
RTL:
5/2023
Con:
4/2024

N Main St

Meadow Farms ADA Project
EA #36680
Fully funded $25m
Con: 2024

N See Vee Ln

N Barlow Ln

N Pa-Ha Ln

Brockman Ln

395

(
/
395

Lone Pine Sidewalk EA# 09-37450
It is proposed to add additional
complete streets elements to
Lone Pine Sidewalk project including a sidewalk on the west
side of Route 395 on the Lone
Pine Paiute-Shoshone Reservation and sidewalk on the north
end of Lone Pine. This sidewalk
would provide safe connectivity
to a park and ball fields that are
heavily utilized by the community. Both sections of this project
are within the transition areas
from high speed open highway to
downtown core. The currently
funded project will construct over
2,000 ft of new sidewalk and bicycle facilities on the east side of
Route 395
providing a welldefined path for pedestrians and
non-motorized users in this disadvantaged Community.

SCHEDULE (Tentative):
12/1/2021
PA & ED:
10/2/2023
R/W Cert:
10/2/2023
RTL:
3/8/2024
Begin Con:
ALL SEGMENTS
Estimated Capital & Support Cost
Component
Support
PA&ED
PS&E
Right of Way
Construction
Capital
Right of Way
Construction
Totals

Escalated Cost
$769,000
$1,167,000
$1,114,000
$1,581,000
$360,000
$2,402,000
$7,393,000

February 2020

